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INTRODUOTION.  

Although the chief interest in the inve~igation of malaria eentres 
at present in the study of experimental inoculations, of the natural 
mode of infection, and of the extracorporeal forms of the parasite, 
much yet remains to be learned about the morphology of the organism 
in its several varieties. The minute study of the morphology of the 
parasite has furnished far more cogent evidence of the existence of 
several species of the plasmodium of human malarial fever than has 
that of the clinical manifestations of the disease. Yet even the tanta- 
mount question of the unity or plurality of species is still far from 
satisfactory solution. ]~ioreover, many details in the biology of the 
plasmodium of malaria, including the development of the crescentic 
bodies, whose significance has been partly determined, still remain 

R e c e i v e d  f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n  D e c e m b e r  8, 1899.  
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obscure and require fur ther  observations on the occurrence and be- 
havior of the parasite in the blood. 

.My observations on a considerable number  of cases of Cuban 

malarial fever, seen at :Montauk during the summer of 1898, although 

pursued primarily for the purpose of immediate diagnosis, bear on 
the topics mentioned. The conclusions reached at that time and more 

especially the deductions drawn from a more leisurely review of the 

material then obtained it is proposed to consider in the present article. 

I.  TECHNICS.  

Experience with the technics of blood examinations in malaria has 
led me to restrict the use of fresh blood to the study of various vital 
phenomena in the parasite, such as amoeboid movement, vibratory motion 
of pigment, and exflagellation. When parasites are scanty their dis- 
covery is so much more certain and rapid in stained dry specimens that 
a negative result with fresh blood invariably requires verification by 
search through a dry specimen, stained preferably by Nocht's method. 
Moreover, exclusive reliance upon fresh blood not only leads constantly 
to errors in diagnosis by beginners, but also has been the cause of many 
erroneous conceptions held in the past by experts. 

The study of flagellate bodies may be conducted in fresh specimens 
prepared in the ordinary way, but placed by preference on a warm stage. 
The addition of a little water may facilitate the escape of the parasite 
from the cell and the formation of flagella. The successful action of 
water has been obtained by several expedients. Marshall added about 
an equal quantity of wa£er to a small drop of blood containing many 
crescents and saw the almost immediate change of crescents to spheroidal 
bodies, followed by flagellation. Manson 1 recommends that the blood 
under the cover-glass be kept moist by exposure to steam exhaled from a 
hot, moist sponge. After a few minutes the cover may be carefully 
removed, the specimen dried, and the flagellate body stained. 

Bignami studied in detail the flagellate bodies in specimens rather 
thickly spread, and prevented from drying in a warm moist chamber, 
while exfiagel]ation occurred, with subsequent drying and staining. I 
find that a moist chamber may be conveniently secured in a Petri dish 
with tightly fitting vaselined cover. Wet blotting paper placed in the 
dish furnishes the necessary moisture. Specimens spread on slides or 

1 Lancet,  1896, it, p. 1715. 
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covers may be kept moist for 10 to 20 minutes in such dishes, and flag- 
ellation proceeds with moderate rapidity. 

Staining Methods. 

1..gosin and Methylene Blue.--For all ordinary purposes staining by 
eosin and methylene blue may be generally recommended, and was 
largely employed in the present .cases. The solutions required are: 
(a) a saturated alcoholic solution of alcoholic eosin diluted with an equal 
quantity of 95 per cent alcohol, and (b) a saturated watery solution of 
Ehrlich's rectified methylene blue at least one week old. 

A light staining by eosin, such as is given by the diluted solution of 
eosin, is essential for the clear demonstration of the parasite by methyl- 
ene blue, and 'in specimens containing only the small signet-ring forms, 
heavy staining by eosin may almost entirely prevent the subsequent 
action of methylene blue, and these minute parasites may thus be over- 
looked. 

2. Methylene blue fails to stain the young ring forms, especially those 
of the tertian type, as clearly as is desirable, and more powerful basic 
staining fluids may well be employed for this purpose. Nocht's method 
may be recommended over any other, as it facilitates the identification of 
the small ring by means of a large densely stained nucleus, but when this 
method cannot be employed, one may resort to the method modified by 
Futcher and Lazear from the suggestions of Benario and Marchoux, as 
follows: Fix the specimens five minutes in 95 per cent alcohol, 100 cc., 
to which has been added 1 cc. of formalin. Stain one to three minutes 
in the following mixture: sat. alc. sol. thionin, 20 cc., 20 per cent car- 
bolic acid, 100 cc. The fixing solution must be used fresh, and the stain- 
ing fluid must be at least one week old. The rings are then densely 
stained and the specimens do not fade. 

3. The sharpest demonstration of minute ring-shaped parasites was 
obtained in the present cases by staining one hour in diluted Gage's 
h~ematoxylin, before treatment by eosin and methylene blue. tI~ema- 
toxylin stains the nucleus of the ring and makes the body of the para- 
site blacker after methylene blue. Such specimens are specially suit- 
able for photography. 

4. The Nocht-Romanowslcy Melhod.--In 1890 Romanowsky published 
a method of staining the malarial parasite, which apparently demon- 
strated certain nuclear structures very imperfectly shown by other 
methods. The original description of this method directed that the 
specimens, fixed in equal parts of a]cohol and ether, or by heat at 
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110 ° C., be placed for two to three hours in a ~resh mixture made by 
adding concentrated (1 per cent) solution of methylene blue, I part, to 
1 per cent watery solution of aqueous eosin, 2 parts. The red cor- 
puscles were stained light pink, and the body of the parasite blue, while 
the chromatin particles of the nucleus appeared deep red. 

The sketches accompanying Romanowsky's article were absolutely 
convincing that the new method was a most valuable addition to exist- 
ing technical procedures, but it was soon found that the results obtain- 
able from this method were extremely uncertain. We now know that 
only those who happened to secure particular specimens of methylene 
blue obtained successful results with Romanowsky's stain, and that the 
later highly purified products of the anilin-dye factories seldom con- 
tained the effective agent which united with the ehromatin granules. 
Romanowsky believed that by the mixture of methylene blue and eosin 
a third compound was formed which stained the ehromatin. Attention 
was net fully drawn to this probable explanation of the difficulty until 
Ziemann published the results of his experience with various specimens 
of methylene blue. After numerous attempts to stain by Roman- 
owsky's method, following the exact directions, he sums up his results 
in the few words: "gliiekte kein Priiparat." After a long series of 
experiments he found that a successful result depended upon the variety 
of methylene blue, the age of the solution, the quantity of eosin used, 
and the length of exposure. I{e secured most url,iform results from the 
use of 1 per cent aqueous solution of methylene blue (med. puriss., 
Itgchst) or Koch's methylene blue (Griibler), or Ehrlich's rectified 
methylene blue (Grtibler). IIe found no difference in the effects of vari- 
ous specimens of eosin, but used principally a 1 per cent aqueous solu- 
tion of watery eosin (H5chst). The proportions of these solutions 
required varied from 1 to 7 parts of eosin added to 1 part of methylene 
blue, and the time of staining from 15 to 40 minutes. The proportions 
of the dyes and the time of staining had to be determined for each 
specimen of dye. The older the solution of methylene blue, the less 
eosin was required in the mixture. 

Gautier, who was very successful with Romanowsky's method, had the 
best results by using specimens of methylene blue marked C and BGN, 
and of eosin marked A, of the Baden Anilin factory. He found consid- 
erable difference in the results obtained with different specimens of eosin. 
Many other observers had a variable experience with the method, but 
it was generally agreed that a successful result was very uncertain and 
depended on factors little understood. I had few suceessfu! results in 
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following Romanowsky's method and just as many failures with Zie- 
mann's procedures. 

One turns with relief, therefore, to find that a modification recently 
suggested by Nocht furnishes a method which is invariably successful, 
without much dependence on the quality of dyes used, or the length of 
staining. Nocht's modification consists in the addition of a few drops 
of neutralized Unna's polychrome methylene blue (Griibler) to the i per 
cent solution of ordinary methylene blue. The usual specimen of poly- 
chrome methylene blue is distinctly alkaline and to be rendered effectual 
for the present purpose Nocht found that it required neutralization, 
preferably by acetic acid. This may be done by adding drop by drop of 
dilute 2 to 3 per cent acetic acid till the commercial fluid polychrome 
blue no longer turns red litmus-paper blue above the zone coming into 
immediate contact with the dye. I have never failed to secure a good 
result by the following procedure: 

(1) To 1 oz. ot polychrome methylene blue (Grfibler) add 5 drops 
of 3 per cent solution of acetic acid (U. S. P., 33 per cent). 

(2) Make a saturated (1 per cent) watery solution of methylene blue, 
preferably Ehrlich's rect. (Grfibler), or Koch's, dissolving the dye by 
gentle heat. This solution improves with age, and should be at least 
one week old. 

(3) Make a 1 per cent solution in water of Grtib]er's aqueous eosin. 
The mixture is prepared as follows: 
To 10 cc. of water add 4 drops of the eosin solution, 6 drops of neu- 

tralized polychrome blue, and 2 drops of 1 per cent methylene blue, 
mixing well. The specimens, fixed in alcohol or by heat, are immersed 
for two hours, specimen side down, and will not overstain in 24 hours. 
The density of the blue stain may be varied to suit individual preferences. 
The above proportions need not be rigidly followed, but the polychrome 
solution should be accurately neutralized. 

Nocht later reports that the two solutions of methylene blue may be 
replaced by a 1 per cent solution of Ehrlich's rect. methylene blue, alka- 
linized by a few drops of ½ per cent of sodium hydrate, and left a few 
days in a thermostat at 50 ° C. This is the ordinary laboratory method 
of improvising polychrome methylene blue. With this preparation the 
procedure is as follows: To 2 cc. of water add 2 to 3 drops of 1 per cent 
watery eosin, and drop by drop of the alkalinized methylene blue till 
the original red color of the eosin has ahnost disappeared. In this fluid 
specimens stain in 5 to 10 minutes. I have had little success with this 
method. 

The rationale of the Nocht-Romanowsky method is not yet fully un- 
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derstood, but it appears most probable that a staining agent which 
unites selectively with ehromatin exists ready-formed in polyehrome 
methylene blue, and may be developed in specimens of methylene blue in 
various ways, among which is slow digestion with an alkali and heat. 
Nocht refers to this agent as "red from methylene blue." It is not the 
commercial methylene red, but may be extracted from polyehrome 
methylene blue, etc., by chloroform (Noeht), and i~ is a reasonable 
expectation that it can be pu~ on the market in pure form. 

Noeht's method furnishes so much information regarding the minute 
structure of the parasite and renders the identification of the parasite 
so complete and positive that it must be recommended above all others. 
Moreover, it has a large field of application in the study of nuclear 
structures in various other microorganisms. 

Goldhorn (N. Y. Path. Soe., Feb. 13, 1901) has recently succeeded 
in digesting polyehrome methylene blue with lithium carbonate, neu- 
tralizing with acetic acid, so as to develop in it a large proportion of 
the red-staining principle, tIis method is as follows: Fix the prepa- 
ration, which must be fresh, by immersion in pure methyl alcohol for 15 
seednds. Wash in water and stain 7 to 30 seconds in 0.1 per eent 
aqueous solution of eosin. Wash and stain in digested polyehrome 
blue 30 to 60 seconds. 

Besides rapidly staining the ehromatin of the parasite, Goldhorn's 
fluid demonstrates most exquisitely the early appearance of extreme 
granular degeneration of the infected red ee]l, in which respect it is a 
distinct improvement over any stain yet devised. The fluid can be 
obtained from various dealers in New York City. 

II. GENERAL lV[OIgiPnOLOGY OF ~P~4-RASITES. 

The Tertian Parasite. 

The youngest form of the tertian parasite seen in the red cell is 
identical in appearance with the spore of the parent rosette. I t  is a 
compact spheroidal, or slightly ova], or irregular body, about 2/~ in 

diameter. I t  shows an outer rim of basiphi]ie protoplasm enclosing 

a single large nuclear body, which is achromatic to methylene blue but 
stains readily in hmmatoxylin or by Nocht's method, and which is 

usually enclosed or accompanied by a clear achromatic spot, termed 
by Gautier "the milky zone " (Plate XXIX, Fig. 1). In the ~resh 
condition these bodies are noticeably refractive, especially the nucleus, 
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change their position but rarely their shape, and are never pigmented. 
:From the earliest period of infection the red corpuscle is often swollen, 

and exhibits advanced granular degeneration. 

Within a few hours after the chill the parasite is usually found to 
have assumed a somewhat characteristic ring shape, which it com- 
monly maintains in some definite form up to the presegmenting stage 
(Plate XXIX,  Figs. 2-11). These ring-shaped bodies measure from 
3 to 4/~ in diameter, and the regular ring form is retained, without 
marked increase in bulk at any point, for 6 to 8 hours. Sometimes 
the ring is elongated, one arm reaching across the cell, while a thin 
lJow persists. Occasionally the ring appears to unfold, and the para- 
site stretches clear across the swo.1]en cell, with the nucleus at one end. 
The tertian ring is rarely as geometrical or delicate as is the ~estivo- 
autumnal signet ring. The development of pigment was inconstant 
in the present cases, some large rings failing to show pigment, but 
usually one or more fine grains were to be seen in the medium-sized 
and smaller forms. The ring always encloses a considerable mass of 
hmmoglobin. The nuclear body of the tertian ring is its most char- 
acteristic feature, appearing as a rather large, achromatic, highly 
refractive body, after methylene blue, but staining intensely with 

h~ematoxy]in and by :Nocht's method. 

Significance of the Ring Form.--In regard to the formation and 
significance of the ring opinions are at variance. ~[ost of the Italian 
writers hold that the ring form is not really a ring, it being bridged 
across by a transparent and vesicular nucleus. There are many con- 
siderations favoring this view, especially the usual appearance of the 
parasite in the fresh condition, and the fact that the chromatiu 
usually lies within the ring, eventually filling it. On the other hand, 
~fannaberg and Ziemann claim that this body is a true ring, formed 
by the thinning of the central portion of the body, and state that 
they have seen the ring develop in this manner in fresh blood. From 
the examination of the rings themselves I have been unable to con- 
vince myself as to which view is correct, but there are s(~me early 
forms of the parasite which strongly indicate that the ring does not 
represent a vesicular nucleus. In  one such form the ring is unfolded 
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and tile nucleus lies naked in the hmmoglobin. Elongated forms of 
the young parasite are often seen in which the ring is absent and the 
nuclear body lies bare at one end. These forms vividly recall the 
appearance of Amoeba coli, in which the nucleus remains at the hinder 
end during active movements of progression. Further, it is difficult 
to associate the relatively huge size of the ring with any nuclear 
structure, as this would require the young malarial parasite to. have 
a nucleus which is larger than that of t he  adult Amoeba coll. Again, 
secondary rings sometimes form from the union of pseudopodia, and 
these are identical in appearance with the primary ring but lack the 
ehromatin granules (Plate XXIX,  Figs. 6 and 8). 

In  specimens stained by Noeht's method the chromatin is usually 
found within the ring, sometimes lying in an isolated position in the 
centre, but very often the ehromatin is found outside of the ring, 
eonneeted by a very fine thread of protoplasm. I f  the ring represents 
a vesicular nucleus, we have here the anomaly of a complete separa-' 
tion of chromatin from the vesicular portion of the nucleus, which is 
opposed to some rigid histological principles. Even more frequently 
the ehromatin is found to= be enclosed by bluish staining protoplasm 
which shuts it off entirely from the ring (Plate X X I X ,  Figs. 7 and 8). 

From various biological studies it appears that the nuclei of the 
protozoa are usually widely different from those of tile metazoa; that 
many protozoa do not have a vesicular nucleus, with cell membrane, 
linin, nucleolus, etc., but possess the so-called " distributed nucleus" 
composed of a number of granules lying free in the body of the para- 
site. The study of the malarial parasite by Noeht's method indicates 
that the nucleus of this protozoon is of the distributed type, which does 
not exhibit a vesicular strneture nor possess a nuclear membrane2 
On these grounds I am inclined to agree with ~{annaberg and others 
who hold that the form in question is a true r ing--a  form usually, 
but not necessarily, assumed by the parasi te~and does not represent 
a vesicular nucleus. 

Comparison of the Tertian and )Y~'~stivo-a~dumnal Rings . - -From 
the stud:/of the ring-shaped tertian parasite and the mstivo-autumnal 

~See C a l k i n s  on  " P r o t o z o a n  N u c l e i "  in A n n a l s  N. Y. Acad.  S c i e n c e s ,  1898,  xi,  
P a r t  iii. 
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signet-ring forms, in typical cases of these infections, it appears to rile 
that these parasites, with very rare exceptions, can be fully distin- 
guished from each other, even in this early stage, by the following 
peculiarities: 

(1) The nuclear body and ehromatin mass of the young tertian 
parasite is achromatic to methylene blue, which densely stains the 
nucleus of the testivo-autumnal organism. I have been unable to 
find in the literature any specific reference te this peculiarity as a 
diagnostic point, but it may be readily verified by comparing specimens 
of the two parasites stained by methylene blue and by Noeht's 
method. The dense staining of a nuclear body in the young ~estivo- 
autumnal parasite has often been noted, and in 1894 Okintsehitz men- 
tioned the fact that the nucleus of the young tertian parasite fails to 
stain by methylene blue. 

(2) The tertian ring is usually coarse and irregular, but the ~estivo- 
autumnal ring is geometrically circular, more delicate, with an ex- 
tremely fine bow, and usually with a typical signet-like swelling. 

(3) One or two grains of pigment are almost invariably found in 
the early tertian ring, but are, with nearly equal constancy, absent 
from the mstivo-autumnal signet-ring. 

(4) My specimens confirm the statement of Gautier that the tertian 
ring is usually pigmented before the ehromatin becomes subdivided, 
while the ehro.matin of .the ~estivo:autumnal ring is always subdivided 
before the appearance of pigment. In  some eases, however, the 
ehromatin of the tertian ring divides before the appearance of pig- 
ment. 

(5) The infected cell is usually swollen from the moment of infec- 
tion by the tertian spore, and eon{monly shrunken when harboring 
the ~stivo:aut.umnal ring. 

All of these characters are usually apparent in ordinary specimens, 
but naturally are most distinct in flatly spread and rapidly dried eor- 
puseles. I have encountered no exception to these rules in cases of 
infection by the tertian parasite in New York, and eases of wstivo- 
autmnnal infection from Cuba. In  many of the irregular relapses 
in eases showing tertian organisms encountered among volunteer 
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soldiers during the winter of 1898-99, single ring-shaped parasites 
not admitting of positive identification have frequently been seen. 
The significance of this observation will be considered later (see 
section on Plurality of Species of :~'[alarial Parasites~ p. 490). 

After a period of 6 or 8 hours the tertian ring is usually found to 
have developed an outgrowth which is actively amoeboid in the fresh 
condition and appears in stained specimens as a tongue-like protrusion 
or turban-shaped mass attached to one se~nent of the ring (Plate 
XXIX,  Figs. 4 and 5). The nuclear body meanwhile increases 
slightly in size, projecting into the ring, and the chromatin divides 
into several large granules. 

At  this period ocem,s the greatest ameboid activity of the parasite, 
and in some severe tertian infections the parasite may be found fixed 
in the height of its excursions, when it presents in stained specimens 
the peculiar appearance depicted in Plate X X I X ,  Figs. 9 and 10. 
Here the ring is unfolded and the body of the parasite is strung out 
into a number of slender threads with nodal thickenings. At times 
the number and delicacy of the threads greatly exceed those seen in 
the sketch, and in some red cells the parasite may be found distrib- 
uted in a series of fine granules between which the connecting threads 
are with difficulty distinguished. These latter are probably to be 

classed with " quinine forms." 
A close inspection of corpuscles harboring such parasites often 

discloses the presence in one corpuscle of two distinct nuclear bodies, 
indicating the co-existence of two parasites. Frequently in one cor- 
puscle are found twin parasites, entirely separate one from the other, 
each of which shows a tendency, to develop the long threads (Plate 
X X I X ,  Fig. 9). When, however, the threads are numerous and 
very thin it is usually impossible to find any break in their continuity, 
while in many instances the two parasites are distinctly united. The 

significance of these two forms will be considered later (p. 475 et seq.). 

During the second quarter of the cycle the body and the nucleus of 
the parasite develop rapidly in size, amceboid motion and ammboid 
figures gradually diminish, and pigment is abundantly deposited in the 
form of fine dark brown or yellowish grains showing in the fresh 
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state active vibratory motion. The infected red cell continues to 
increase slightly in size, its hsemoglobin is progressively diminished, 
and granular degeneration is extreme. Depending upon the char- 
acter of amoeboid activity the variety of figures seen during this 
period is very ~eat .  Eventually, toward the end of 24 hours or 
possibly somewhat later, the parasite occupies three-quarters of the 
swollen cell, in the form of a spheroidal or elliptical~ homogeneons 
body, the outer portion of which contains most of the pigment and is 
rather more deeply stainable than the zone immediately surrounding 
the nucleus (Plate XXIX,  Figs. 12 and 13). The nucleus gradually 
increases in size, growing into the ring. I t  no longer has the ap- 
pearanee of a small highly refractive achromatic spot (after methylene 
blue), but takes a light bluish tinge with 1 per cent methylene blue, 
and stains less deeply than before with h~ematoxylin. At the end of 
this period the nucleus completely fills the ring, stains rather dis- 
tinctly with methylene blue and sometimes exhibits a delicate bluish 
network. 

By ~ocht 's  method the changes in the nucleus a re  found to consist 
in the gradual subdivision of the chromatin granules, which finally 
become rather numerous, of minute size, and more difficult to stain. 
Usually these ehromatin granules lie on the inner circumference of 
the bow of the ring, projecting within the ring, and partly surrounded 
by a " 'mi lky"  unstained zone. This milky zone is often absent in 
young parasites in cells thinly spread and rapidly dried, but in older 
parasites it is always present. 

Various other positions may be assumed by the chromatin mass, as 
follows: a subdivision of the granules into two distinct groups, sepa- 
rated by a strand of bluish stained protoplasm; an eccentric position 
entirely apart from the ring; a position midway between two rings 
formed in the same parasite; a position in the centre of the ring 
entirely apart from any bluish protoplasm; a circular arrangement 
about the periphery of the ring. Sometimes the smaller granules are 
grouped about a central larger granule, as .has been noted in other 
protozoa whose nuclei are of the " intermediate type"  (Microglena, 
Euglena). 
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The third quarter of the cycle is occupied by the continued growth 
of the parasite in the form of a large homogeneous richly pigmented 
body, which finally occupies at ]east four-fifths of the swollen red 
corpuscle, and by certain nuclear changes which it is difficult to follow 
in specimens stained by methylene blue or h~ematoxy]in, but which 
are fully demonstrated by ~Tocht's method. 

The exact limits within which the parasite may be termed " fu l l  
grown " can be sharply fixed only with great difficulty, but there 
appears to be a period of at least 12 hours, during which there is 
little change in the structure of the organism and during which the 
body stains homogeneously and the nucleus occupies the entire ring. 
This period may be placed between the 94th and 40th hour of the 
cycle. A portion of it is occupied by nuclear changes belonging to 

the reproductive phase of the parasite's development. 

After the appearance of a faint intranuclear network most authori- 
ties agree that the nucleus largely disappears, so far as can be deter- 
mined in specimens stained by methylene blue or hmmatoxylin, and 
that it is next seen.in the form of highly refractive achromatic spots 
in the meshes of the reticulated presegmenting body (methylene 

blue), and these again stain deeply with hmmatoxy]in. 

~-ocht's method~ however, fully demonstrates the nuclear changes 
which occur in the full-grown parasite. A considerable area, usually 
the entire original ring, is now occupied by a " milky " or slightly 
bluish staining substance in wMch lie a considerable number of very 
fine ehromatin granules. These granules are usually dii~icu]t to 
stain, and being of very minute size they are dii~cu]t to see. This 
fact has led Ziemann and Gautier to admit the possibility that the 
ehromatin may actually disappear at one stage of the development, 
especially since they have found some large parasites in which no 
chromatin was demonstrable. In  my specimens there were a very few 
large tertian parasites in which no ehromatin granules appeared, but 
these were not more numerous than younger forms which were also 
devoid of chromatin and must therefore be regarded as sterile. I 
therefore interpret the larger forms devSid of ehromatin as sterile 
form% and cannot accept the view that the chromatin entirely dis- 
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appears at any stage of the fertile parasite, a view which is at variance 
with biological piinciples. 

After  the subdivision of the chromatin has reached a limit the next 
change, observed in a considerable number of parasites, appears to 
consist in the extension of a portion of the milky substance and its 
chromatin granules into the body of the parasite, (Plate XXIX,  Fig. 
13.) At  the same time the granules of chromatin increase in number. 
Other forms may be seen in which the "mi lky  substance " and chro- 
matin granules occupy an elongated space within the: body of the 
parasit% and in such cases the beginning concentration of pigment and 
deeper stain of the parasite indicate the presence of the presegmen t- 

ing stage (Plate XXIX,  Fig. 14). 
Presegmenting Bodies.--In specimens stained by  methylene blue 

the first demonstrable indications of the division of the parasite are 
seen in deeper staining capacity and tendency toward reticulation 
which appear throughout the whole or in a part of the body of the 
parasite. Occasionally these changes may be noted in one-hull the 
parasite while the other half retains the homogeneous appearance of 
the "full-grown " organism. Usually the process is found to have 
affected the entire organism, giving the very characteristic forms 
sketched in Plate XXIX,  Figs. 15 and 16. In  the presegmenting 
bodies the pigment is gathered in a reduced number of coarse grains, 
which lie in the body of the parasite in a position determined by that 

o f  the new multiple nuclei. 

These bodies were first described by Golgi in fresh blood and properly 
interpreted as belonging to the process of segmentation. Later they 
were described by Marehiafava and Celli ~ as vaeuolated parasites, the 
highly refractive nuclear bodies appearing in the fresh condition very 
much like vacuoles. Still later, Celli and Guarnieri sketched them from 
specimens stained in the fresh condition, regarding some as showing 
partial segmentation, others as vaeuolated parasites, although they accu- 
rately deseribed the appearance of the nuclear particles invariably found 
within these "vacuoles," while still others they supposed to be groups of 
confluent parasites, i. e. true plasmodia. Mannaberg's descriptions 
(1899), referring only to fresh blood, do not include these bodies, nor 

"S A t t i  de R.  Accad. reed. di Roma,  188% 2. S.~ iii, p. 277. 
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have they found a distinct place in his plates, although some of the 
figures in his Plate IV indicate that they have not escaped his ob- 
servation. 

Thayer and Itewetson, ~ in their careful study of the parasite in fresh 
blood, designate as presegmenting bodies the parasites with collected 
masses of pigment (corpi con blocchetto of the Italian writers). 

Laveran ~ refers to the similarity in appearance between a nuclear body 
and a vacuole, but he neither describes nor depicts the presegmenting 
reticulated parasite. 

Ziemann ° describes the presegmenting bodies as they appear after his 
or Romanowsky's staining methods, bnt the plates would not enable 
one unfami]iar with the subject to identify these forms in specimens 
stained by eosin and methylene blue. 

The reticulated presegmenting tertian parasites were seen in every 
case of the present series examined within the 6 or 8 hours preceding 
the chill, and often in belated parasites shortly after the chill. ~ a n y  
transitional stages between the homogeneous adult parasite and the 
perfect rosette may be seen in rich infections. They are well demon- 
strated by eosin and methylene blue, especially as regards the inereas- 
ing density of stain and the reticulation. After h~ematoxylin the 
multiple nuclei stain deeply by methylene blue. 

By Nocht% method a series of interesting nuclear changes may be 
followed in the presegmenting forms. After  the mass of enlarging 
chromatin granules and milky substance has flowed out into the elon- 
gated form described above, the chromatin granules leave the central 
clear space and make their way in groups out into the body of the 
parasite. Various stages of this process may be followed in specimens 
taken at suitable periods, and some observed phases are seen in Plate 
XXIX,  Figs. 13-16. Considerable difference in the numbers of such 
groups may be noted in different cases. Usually a large number of 
ill-defined groups are seen, before the central mass of granules is 
exhausted (Plate XXX,  Fig. 14). In one specimen the compact 
nuclei of the young speres appeared to form in one segment of the 
parasite before the main mass of granules had become exhausted. 

4 The Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, 1895, v, p. 3. 
5 Trait~ du paludisme.  Paris,  1898, p. 62. 

6 Ueber  Malaria- und andere Blu tparas i t en .  Jena, 1898. 
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Each of the groups appears always to be surrounded by a milky zone, 
and the mass of granu'les is often of a peculiar triangular form (Plate 
X X I X ,  Fig. 12). During these changes the pigment granules in- 
crease in size, diminish in number, and are distributed in the meshes 
of the now distinctly reticulated body of the parasite. 

Tertian rosettes (Plate XXIX,  Fig. 17) are usually seen in the cir- 
culation three or four hours before the chill, most abundantly just 
before the chill, and a few are often to be found for one hour or more 
after the chill. These limits may occasionally be much wider, as 
~Iarchiafava and Celli have seen rosettes 2 to 6 hours before the chill, 
and 6 to 7 hours thereafter; and indeed, when the different broods of 
parasites are Rot very distinct, there is no reason why occasional 
rosettes should not be found at any period of the main cycle. 

Of the three types of sporulation described by Golgi, the second, 
according to which the entire parasite is divided into spores, leaving 
nothing but pigment, is undoubtedly the usual process. As regards 
Golgi's first type, in which only the peripheral portion of the parasite 
divides, leaving a distinct central globular pigmented body, most 
stained specimens fail to show convincing evidence that the physio- 
logical process of segmentation may be subject to such an important 
modification, nor does it appear in recent literature that the existence 
of this variety of segmentation has been fully verified. In  a few 
specimens from patients taking quinine, I have seen rare segmenting 
bodies which resemble those described as above by Golgi, but never 

in fresh cases. 

Golgi's third type of "partial segmentation," together with the 
"lateral  circumscribed sporulation" of Cel]i and Guarnieri, may fre- 
quently be seen in rich tertian infections in fresh blood, but according 
to the evidence of stained sibecimens this must be ela~ed with the 

presemnenting forms. 
The tertian rosette is usually distinguished by its large size and 

considerable number of spores--fifteen to twenty. In the present 
cases it did not appear, however, that the identification of the tertian 
rosette could always be based upon the number of spores. Marchia- 
lava and Bignami have described tertian rosettes with 40 to 50 spores. 
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With the smaller nmnber of spores the rosette was usually much 
larger than either the quartan or the mstivo-autumnal body. 

The nuclear changes demonstrated by l~Tocht's method in the tertian 
rosette consist principally in the gradual fusion of the new-formed 
groups of chromatin granules into single compact globules, which are 
partly surrounded by " milky zones." While the rosette is still com- 
pact the vesicular shape of the spore is distinct. The outer segment 
of the ring is usually thickened, the nucleus tends to lie near the 
inner pole, and between the nucleus and outer segment is a small 
"milky zone." The pigment is usually collected into a central block 
or mass of granules, but may be found variously scattered among the 
spores, or along the periphery of the rosette. 

The Quartan Parasite. 

The earliest form of the quartan parasite (Plate XXXI ,  Fig. 1), as 
seen in the stained red cell, is practically indistinguishable from that 
of the tertian organism, b u t  its true character may usually be sus- 
pected from the slightly shrunken appearance of the infected cell. 
In  fresh specimens the higher refractive quality of this parasite is 
often, however, sufficiently characteristic for its identification. After  
a very slight increase in size the quartan parasite becomes rather 
easy to distinguish in both fresh and stained specimens, for it usually 
remains smaller, more compact, and is more richly and coarsely pig- 
mented than the tertian organism. As with the latter, the nuclear 
body is found projecting into the ring (Plate XXXI ,  Figs. 1-4). In  
fresh specimens at this period, the higher refractive qualities and 
slc er am(eboid motion are additional diagnostic characters. 

Tile growth of the quartan ring is very similar in all important 
respects to that of the tertian, while its distinguishing features, especi- 
ally the abundance of coarse pigment grains, are uniformly retained 
(Plate XXXI ,  Figs. 5-8). 

During the presegmenting stage the characters of the quartan para- 
site are markedly different from ~hose of the tertian. On account of 
the slower progress of sporulation, and from the greater tendency of 
the quartan parasite to complete its cycle in the general circulation, 
quartan presegmenting bodies are relatively much more numerous 
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in the stained specimens than are the similar forms of the tertian 
organism. In  some specimens taken several hours before the chill 
the majority of organisms found may present the markedly reticulated 
structure indicative of approaching division. The multiple nuclei 
are less numerous, and the pigment is more abundant, and is often 
found in irregular, partly radiating rows. The coarsely reticulated, 
relatively small, and richly pigmented bodies lying in markedly 
shrunken cells are very characteristic and not readily confused with 
any other form of malarial parasite commonly found in the peripheral 
blood (Plate XXXI,  :Figs. 10-12). In  some severe ~estivo-autumnal 
infections, showing many parasites of all stages in the peripheral 
blood, somewhat similar spheroidal or presegmenting forms of the 
same general appearance may be found in considerable numbers, but 
as will be seen by reference to Plate XXX, the character of the pig- 
ment in the mstivo-autumnal parasite is very different. Such cases 
are very rare, and readily reco.gnized on clinical grounds, being 
almost invariably of the pernicious type. 

The quartan segmenting bodies are relatively more abundant in 
the peripheral circulation than are rosettes of any other variety of 
malarial parasite, and are easily identified by the small number (6 to 
12) and comparatively large size and geometrical arrangement of the 
spores (Plate XXXI, Fig. 14). 

The A~stivo-Autumnal Parasite. 

The following description applies to a group of organisms~7~vhich, 
according to the Italian school, comprises two or three varieties of 
malarial parasites. Waiving for the present the question of plurality 
of species, the entire group will be described a s one, and the grounds 
alleged for their separation1 will be considered later. The present 
description rests upon the examination of some 260 cases of ~estivo- 
autumnal infection occurring in U. S. soldiers who had shortly before 
arrived at ~[o~tauk Point from Cuba, and on a smaller number of 
cases seen in New York during the past few years. The conclusions 
drawn from the original examinations have been verified or modified 
by more careful study of these specimens during the past winter and 
also by the microscopical study of the tissues of a number of cases 
coming to autopsy. 

31 
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The earliest form of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite seen in the red 
cells, in the present cases, was very similar to that of the tertian and 
quartan parasites, but was slightly smaller than either, and was often 
distinguishable from the tertian by the shrinkage of the cell, and from 
the quartan by its distinctly smaller dimensions (Plate XXX, Figs. 
1 and 2). In  fresh specimens the young amoeboid body usually 
showed a low refractive index as compared with the tertian and quar- 
tan parasites. I t  was never pigmented. Associated with the intra- 
cellular spores there were frequently seen in the plasma small 
spheroidal bodies, exhibiting an active rolling motion and occasional 
blunt projecting points (pseudopodia?), which, on becoming ar- 
rested by contact with red cells, were found to be indistinguishable 
from the intracellular bodies. Although seldom identified in stained 
specimens, it appears probable that these bodies were young extra- 
cellular forms of the parasite. The positive identification of these 
extra-cellular bodies, however, appears to be a very hazardous under- 
taking (cf. Ziemann, p. 49). In  dried specimens stained by Nocht's 
method, however, the young extra-cellular parasite may be positively 
identified ~rom the presence of a characteristic mass of chromatin. 

' In  my specimens such extra,cellular bodies were rarely encountered. 
At a very early period of its development the eestivo-antumnal para- 

site in the present cases assumed a very characteristic ring shape. 
Many of these rings early developed a thickening of one segment, 
and to these bodies of various sizes the term " signet-ring" very aptly 
applies (Plate XXX, Figs. 5-7). I t  was noted that in some cases the 
rings failed to exhibit this thickening, but remained of a uniform but 
very fine caliber throughout (Plate XXX, Fig. 4). The period during 
which the rings retained this uniform caliber was not determined, but 
bodies of this type were seen measuring at ]east 3 IJ. in diameter. 
They nearly always presented two nuclear bodies, lying at opposite 
poles or close together. Occasionally such rings were found to have 
unfolded and to be stretched like a thread across the cell, the 
nuclei appearing at  inconstant intervals. In  other cases no rings of 
this type were seen, all showing the thickening of the signet and a 
single nuclear body. In  the majority of cases rings of both types 
were associated in variable numbers. 
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~'o connection was demonstrated between the clinical features of 
these cases and the occurrence of these two types of rings, as both were 
found in cases showing intermittent tertian paroxysms, quotidian 
paroxysms, remittent fever of seven days' duration, and irregular 
fever for longer periods. 

Multiple infection with the young rings was very common in the 
red cells of most cases of the present series and, as a rule, its occur- 
rence was proportionate to the severity of the disease. In  the peri- 
pheral blood three parasites were often found in the same red cell~ 
occasionally as many as four; while in smears of the marrow of a 
fatal case infection of one red cell with four rings was common, five 
parasites were occasionally seen in the same cell, and one slightly 
swollen red cell was encountered containing seven well-formed rings 
(Plate XXX, Fig. 2). These observations accord with those of Zie- 
mann (op. cit., p. 49), who found often three and four parasites, and 
once as many as five, in one red cell. 

I t  appears in the descriptions of Hcemamveba immaculata, which is 
said to sporulate without producing pigment, that most of the rosettes 
contain comparatively few spores, averaging from 6 to 10 (~V[archia- 
lava, Bignami, Ziemann, Marchoux, Grassi and Feletti). The close 
resemblance to a non-pigmented rosette presented by some of these 
red cells harboring 5 or 6 young parasites was very striking. In  my 
specimens (Plate XXX, Fig. 2) there could be no doubt as to the 
proper interpretation of the appearances. 

Multiple infection of the red cell appears in rather rare instances 
to lead to the development of a peculiar form of the young ~stivo- 
autumnal parasite on which Mannaberg bases his unique theory of the 
development of crescents. This body consists in the apparent union 
of two rings by a fusion of their nuclear bodies (Plate XXX, Fig. 3). 
~Iannaberg depicts all transitional forms between these bodies and the 
fully developed crescent. :Many examples of these double rings were 
encountered, but the various transitional forms from young double 
rings to crescents, shown in Mannaberg's plates, were not seen in the 

present cases. 
The signet-ring forms frequently reached a diameter of 4~,,,., while 
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still retaining the peculiar thickening of one segment and a very dis- 
tinct nuclear body staining with methylene blue and surrounded by 
a narrow achromatic zone (Plate XXX, Figs. 6 and 7). Beyond this 
size, when persisting in the peripheral blood, the gro.wth of the para- 
site produced an irregular body in which tile outline og the ring be- 
came more or less obscure. The exact periods required in the develop- 
ment of these rings were not definitely determined, but in six eases 
taking quinine typical signet-ring forms were seen in the peripheral 
blood 60 to 72 hours after the beginning of the paroxysm. I t  seems 
probable, however, that these were belated individuals belonging to 
a somewhat scattered brood of which the majority either had retired 
to internal capillaries or had been destroyed by quinine. Yet in 
some eases in which the blood changes were followed at intervals of 
6 to 12 hours, the increase in the size of the rings proved to be sur- 
prisingly slow, and the impression was obtained from these eases that 
the full development of the signet ring usually requires at least ~4 
hours and sometimes longer. 

In the majority of eases the ring forms seen in the peripheral blood 
failed to show any trace of pigment, especially in patients showing 
distinctly intermittent quotidian or tertian paroxysms. In a consider- 
able number of instances, however, especially in very severe and fatal 
infections, the largest rings exhibited a few very minute pigment 
grains, and were then usually associated with older pigmented forms. 

The later forms of the mstivo-autumnal parasite are rather rarely seen 
in the peripheral circulation. Most of the Italian writers speak of their 
occurrence in the blood of the finger as being very unusual but not 
unknown. Saeharoff, in two eases of ~estivo-autumnal infection, saw 
many rosettes in the peripheral blood. Ziemann reports that in malig- 
nant tertian eases occurring in Italy, he could follow, ill the blood, the 
complete cycle, but that in eases occurring in Kamerun the later forms 
were not found in the finger blood. Plehn describes a variety of para- 
site which he believes is peeuliar to hmmoglobinurie fever, and of which 
the later forms are of very small size but abundantly represented in the 
peripheral blood. 

In five cases of the present series the entire developmental cycle 
of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite could be followed in the peripheral 
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blood, and on the forms observed in these cases is based the present 
description of the later phases of this parasite. 

After  the ring has reached its full size (4: /L 24: hrs. +), the swollen 
segment begins to increase in bulk and to involve a larger portion of 
the circumference, yielding forms seen in Plate XXX, Figs. 8-10. 
Some of these forms closely resembled the turban-shaped rings of the 
tertian parasite (Plate XXIX,  Figs. 4- and 5), but were much smaller. 
A few fine pigment grains were usually found scattered along the 
periphery of the growing segment. Forms corresponding to the full- 
grown tertian parasite with homogeneous body were rarely seen in 
the peripheral blood of these five cases, but occasior~ally some were 
encountered (Plate XXX, Figs. 11 and 12) oceupying three-fourths 
of the shrunken cell, staining homogeneously with methylene blue, 
and failing to exhibit a distinct nuclear body after methylene blue or 
h~ematoxylin. In sections of tissues from fatal cases these bodies 
appeared to be rather more numerous, but it was very difficult to 
distinguish in sections such homogeneous bodies from the slightly 
reticulated bodies representing the next stage of development. The 
fact that all other stages of the parasite were abundantly represented 
in the blood of these cases, while the homogeneous forms were very 
few, indicates that this period of development passes rapidly with the 
mstivo-autumnal organism. 

)lost of the larger forms of the parasite seen in the blood-smears 
of these five eases gave evidence of approaching segmentation, exhibit- 
ing a distinctly reticular structure and a condensation of pigment 
into one or two clumps (Plate XXX, Figs. 13 and 14-). In  many of 
these bodies the original ring persisted at one segment of the parasite, 
but appeared to be o~ reduced size and was sometimes subdivided by 
strands of protoplasm. The nuclear body at this period failed entirely 
to stain with methylene blue and was indistinct after h~matoxylin, 
resembling in this respect the full-grown homogeneous tertian organ- 
ism. The presence of a distinct achromatic spot adjoining the clump 
of pigment was very frequent in these forms and this spot was found 
by Nocht's stain to be composed of ehromatin granules. The reticu- 
lar structure of these bodies was usually distinct and the meshes were 
coarse. 
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The further development of the presegmenting forms is represented 
in Figs. 14 and 15, Plate X X X .  In them the reticular structure be- 
co.rues more distinct, the pigment is still further concentrated, and the 
subdivided nuclear bodies appear as small achromatic spots in the 
meshes of the reticulum and again stain distinctly with h~ematoxylin. 

Rosettes (Plate XXX~ Fig. 16) appeared in the peripheral blood of 

the five eases in moderate numbers and exhibited, in all, a very 
nniform structure. The pigment was grouped in a central granular 
elump~ or~ rarely~ was somewhat scattered. The spores seemed to be 
arranged in t@o rows, but this appearance was probably an optical 
effect produeod by the flattening of the more or less spheroidal body 
of the rosette, the spores originally lying in the central axis of the 
parasite falling, in the hardening process, within those lying in the 
periphery. When admitting of accurate enumeration their numbers 
were fonnd to vary between 18 and 21. The same number of spores 
was repeatedly counted, in favorable speeimens~ smeared from the 
marrow of fatal eases. In sections of the tissue of fatal cases, how- 
ever, the number of spores appeared to vary between wider limits, 
i. e., 8 to 20, but as the entire rosette need not always be included in 
the section, the observations made in smears are the more reliable. A 
rim of h~emoglobin invariably surrounded the rosette and strands of 
h~emoglobin were frequently found running between the spores for 
a variable distance, sometimes within the outer row. These rosettes 
differed from tertian segmenting forms in the smaller size of the body 
and shrunken appearance of the cells, and in the small size~ but not 
in the number, of the spores. 

In none of the blood-smears nor in sections of tissues of the fatal 
cases were any rosettes seen without pigment. Although the arrange- 
ment of the spores and pigment often varied~ there were no indica- 
tions of the subdivision of the process of segmentation into. the three 
types described by Golgi, nor were any forms seen which resembled 
the bodies described by Celli and Guarnieri~ ~ and referred by them, 

with some uncertainty, to irregular sporulation. 

The changes in the chromatin of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite can be 

7 For tschr i t te  d. .]fedicin~ 1889, vii, p. 528. 
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followed in specimens stained by Iqoeht's method (Plate XXX, Figs. 
6-12), but on account of the smaller size of the parasite and the scar- 
city of older forms in the blood, it is difficult to trace the early phases 
of segmentation. In the young ring forms the early subdivision of 
the chromatin has been noted by Gautier, 'and in my specimens was 
a prominent differential character from the tertian rings. A great 
variety of appearances was produced by the irregular subdivision and 
distribution of the chromatin in the young ~stivo-autumnal parasite, 
many of which have been sketched or described for the tertian rings. 
The grains were usually quite small and were sometimes apparently 
fused into a spindle-shaped mass, lying within the ring. Other pecu- 
liarities noted were: a markedly unequal size of the grains, a widely 
separate position, a frequent concentration in the centre of the ring, 
and, very rarely, a complete absence of chromatin. 

After 24 hours' growth, the chromatin granules became more 
numerous and extremely minute, and were enclosed in a trace of the 
"milky substance," as in the teidan parasite. 

When any considerable quantity of pigment gathers in the eestivo- 
autumnal parasite it is usually found in one or two: groups, but rarely 
is diffuse. When the parasite has reached the full-grown homogen- 
eous stage the pigment is commonly found concentrated in a single 
compact mass. This early concentration of pigment is one of the 
chief features which distinguish the mstivo-autumnal from the tertian 
parasite in the presegmenting stage. This fact has been fully em- 
phasized by Gautier and was very uniformly illustrated in my cases. 
The changes in the chromatin in the presegmenting sestivo-autumnal 
body (Plate XX_X, Figs. 13-15) are similar to those of the tertian 
parasite. In  some of the specimens the chromatin granules were 
found in radiating lines stretching from the parent mass to the new 
peripheral groups (Plate XXX, Fig. 13). In  many specimens the 
peripheral group of granules was well formed while the central por- 
tions of the body contained many diffuse granules (Plate XXX, Fig. 
14). The relative quantity of chromatin in some of these: bodies 
appeared surprisingly large. The spores in the mature rosettes 
usually contained single compact grains of chromatin (Plate XXX, 
Fig. 16), which stain readily by methylene blue, but in some rosettes 
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two large granules of chromatin were seen in a few spores, although 
the rosette seemed ready to burst. The double nuclei seen in many 
young ~estivo-autumnal rings may perhaps be referred to the incom- 

plete fusion of the ehromatin in the rosette. 

I I I .  ON T t I E  P L U R A L I T Y  OF SPECIES IN T H E  ZESTIVO-AUTUMNAL GROUP OF 

PARASITES .  

The probability that  several species of parasites are concerned in 
the severe types of malaria] fever prevailing in warm climates, especi- 
ally during the summer and autumn, has been maintained chiefly by 
:~[archiafava, Col]i, Bignami, and Grassi. From their studies of this 
group of fevers they divide the ~estivo-autumnal group of parasites 

into two species: (1) The quotidian, and (2) the malignant tertian. 

1. The quotidian parasite.--The typical fever-curve of this variety 
the authors found rather rarely, more frequently in relapses than in 
initial seizures, while a postponement of paroxysms was usually ob- 
served, and a continuous fever was very common. The typical attack is 
short, the fever lasting 6 to 8, rarely 12, hours, the temperature then 
falling to 37 ° C. or lower. The descriptions of the morphology of this 
parasite unfortunately refer only to the appearances in fresh blood. 

During the rise of the temperature, the sweating stage, and the first 
hours of apyrexia, the blood was found to contain a variable number of 
red corpuscles infected with one or more very actively motile, or non- 
motile, parasites of discoidal or ring shape. During the afrebrile period 
the parasite increased in size, the amoeboid motion diminished or ceased, 
and fine pigment grains were deposited along the periphery of the 
organism. Later, in the larger forms, the pigment gathered in a single 
clump or heap of grains. During the entire development the infected 
red cell diminished in size and presented a "brassy" color as a result 
of "acute necrosis" induced by the parasite. Rosettes were seldom 
encountered in the blood of the finger, segmentation occurring prin- 
cipally in the internal organs, as seen in the aspirated splenic blood. 
Rarely segmentation occurred before pigmentation, but usually the 
numerous round or oval spores were found grouped about a central pig- 
ment mass, the rosettes being much smaller than those of the quartan or 
common tertian parasite. Contrary to the rule in malignant tertian 
infections, the young parasites were found in the blood from the be- 
ginning of the paroxysm, and, except in very mild eases, there was no 
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period in the cycle when the parasites were absent from the  blood of the 
finger. 

2. The malignant tertian parasite is distinguished by the authors on 
both clinical and morphological grounds. Clinically the typical 
paroxysm begins with a sharp elevation to about 40 ° C., the febrile 
period lasts 24 or 36 to 40 hours, is marked by a pseudo-crisis and pre- 
critical elevation, the fever describing, in the three-hourly chart, a char- 
acteristic course which differs from that of the mild or common tertian 
paroxysm. A tendency towards various irregularities is common, 

In the blood the parasites may be scarce or even entirely absent at the 
beginning of the paroxysm. At the height of the fever the red cells 
contain certain small, non-motile, annular or disk-shaped bodies, or 
irregular amoeboid bodies, which begin to show pigmentation towards 
the approach of the afebrile period. Most of the parasites then disap- 
pear from the peripheral blood, and rosettes are rarely seen except in 
some very rich infections. The presegmenting forms are round or ovoid, 
are one-fourth to one-half the size of the red cell, and the pigment is 
gathered in a single clump or in a mass of vibrating granules. The 
rosettes occupy about two-thirds of the red cell and exhibit two rows of 
spores which usually number 10 to 12, rarely 15 to 16. The 
infected cells are markedly shrunken and present a "b rassy"  or 
"golden" appearance. 

The authors distinguish the malignant tertian parasite from the com- 
mon or mild variety on the following features: 

(1) The malignant tertian parasite is smaller in all stages. (2) I t  
assumes the ring shape, which, in the benign tertian parasite, is never 
seen. (This statement has been shown by many writers to be erroneous. 
Most of the young, mild tertian parasites are ring-shaped.) (3) Its pig- 
ment is less abundant and often non-motile, while in the other the pig- 
ment is very abundant and always in vibratory motion. (4) The rosettes 
are smaller, contain only 10 to 12 (rarely 16) spores (?), and are rarely 
seen in the finger blood. (5) The infected cell is shrunken instead of 
being swollen, as with the mild tertian infection. 

From the quotidian parasite the malignant tertian is distinguished on 
the following grounds: 

(1) The malignant tertian amoeba is, in corresponding stages, larger 
and less transparent than the quotidian. (2) In the tertian parasite the 
amoeboid movement is live]ier, so that the resting discoidal forms are 
less fre~llent than with the quotidian parasite. The larger pigmented 
tertian forms also are often amoeboid, this property persisting for 24 
hours or longer. (3) The pigment of the tertian parasite is often 
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vibratory, but never in the quotidian. (4) In the quotidian rosettes pig- 
ment is sometimes wanting. (5) The appearance ill the finger blood 
of a new generation of tertian parasites is seen some hours after the 
beginning of the paroxysm, therefore much later than with the quotidian 
infection. 

Marchiafava and Bignami admit that the similarity between the 
malignant tertian and the quotidian parasites is very great, and that 
the differential diagnosis is very difficult, and possible only from the 
full-grown forms seen just before the paroxysm. They apparently 
do not feel quite certain that the quotidian and malignant tertian 
parasites are separate species, as is indicated by the following extract 
from their discussion on this point: 

"The remarkable points of resemblance between the quotidian and 
malignant tertian parasites make it very difficult to solve the question 
whether we have to do with different sorts of parasites in the strict 
sense, or with one and the same parasite which varies greatly in the 
time of its development--24 to 48 hours--and there are all intermediate 
degrees. On this latter theory it becomes easy to ascribe the morpho- 
logical differences to the varying length of the cycle. But various facts 
oppose this hypothesis. First, the clinical types of the quotidian and 
tertian are clearly distinct from each other, and have a certain stability 
which is maintained in relapses and recurrences. Second, we ha~:e 
never met with intermediate forms or transitional cases, although it is 
very difficult to interpret the irregular fever. Granting that the ques- 
tion cannot at present be solved d e f i n i t e l y , . . ,  we are inclined to 
adopt the view that the amoeba of the quotidian and the amoeba of the 
summer tertian are closely related varieties of one and the same parasite." 

)/Iannaberg 9 accepts the views of Marehiafava, Celli, and Bignami, in 
respect to the separate nature of the malignant tertian and a quotidian 
group of parasites, and his description of the morphology of the parasites 
does not differ from that of the preceding authors whom he largely 
quotes. From his description of the single case of quotidian fever it is 
impossible to determine how many groups of parasites were present in 
the blood. 

Grassi and Feletti ~° include all tertian parasites in one class 
(ttcemarnoeba vivax) and state that an easily recognized species of malig- 
nant quotidian parasite (It. prcecox) is found in Catania during the sum- 

8 Translation~ The New Sydenham Society~ London, 1894, vol. cl. 
9 Die Malariakrankheiten. Wten, 1899. 
~o CentralbL f .  B~kter., 1891, x, pp. 449, 481 and 517. 
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mer and autumn. Their opinion appears to be based largely on an 
acceptance of the views of Marchiafava, Celli, and Bignami, as they 
offer no detailed description of these parasites nor of the cases in which 
they have found the latter variety. 

Of the cases reported by Thayer and I-Iewetson, in 114 young ~estivo- 
autumnal parasites were seen in the blood, and of these cases 73 exhib- 
ited quotidian fever. Although the examination of these cases was 
made almost wholly with fresh blood, it is significant that they found no 
evidence on which to subdivide the group of ~estivo-autumnal Parasites. 

Ziemann, from the study of 210 cases of ~estivo-autumnal infection, 
was unable to find sufficient grounds for the subdivision of this group. 
I-Ie, however, mentions the fact that the small parasite observed in cases 
occurring in Crema and Grosseto showed slightly less amoeboid motion 
than that found in cases in Kamerun, and admits the possibility that 
quotidian ~estivo-autumnal fever may be referable to a parasite which 
completes its development in 24 hours. He regards it as equally prob- 
able, on the other hand, that the quotidian fever is caused by the 
growth of two generations of small tertian parasites, but in his entire 
series he was unable, on account of the disappearance of the parasites 
from the peripheral Mood, to determine accurately the length of the 
cycle. In his cases of malignant tertian fever, the prolongation of the 
febrile paroxysm, described by lgarchiafava and Bignami as a character- 
istic feature of the malignant tertian infection, was not always to be seen. 
On these various grounds he concludes that all forms of the ~estivo- 
autumnal parasite belong to one group of which the cycle varies in length 
from 24 to 48, or possibly 72 hours. 

Gautier, 11 who has very carefully studied the malarial parasites of the 
Caucasus in specimens stained by Romanowsky's method, has failed to 
find any which he could regard as completing their cycle in 24 hours. 
Gautier's charts illustrating the forms of the parasite prevailing in the 
blood at various periods of the cycle very graphically illustrate the 
difficulty of following the development of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite 
in the peripheral blood. The prolongation of the febrile paroxysm was 
sometimes present, sometimes wanting, and appeared to be referable to 
the maturation of sub-groups of parasites (see his Curve III). 

In  my cases there was a moderate number of pure tertian par- 
oxysms caused by infection with a parasite morphologically identical 

n Ueber den Parasit  Laveran etc. (Russian). Moscow, 1896, and Ztschr..f. tTyg. 
1898, xxviii, p. 439. 
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with the malign:~nt tertian of 5[arehiafava and Bignami. The pro- 
longation of the paroxysm and the pseudo-crisis were sometimes ob- 
served. I encountered the same difficulty experienced by Ziemann 
and Gautier in determining the length of the cycle from the parasites 
in the peripheral blood, and believe that it is seldom possible on this 
evidence alone to demonstrate a 48-hour cycle for the parasite. The 
infecting brood is seldom very compact, and in rich infections, in 
which alone presegmenting bodies and rosettes appear in the blood, the 
groups are nearly ahvays multiple. In  my preliminary report 1.- on 
the Montauk cases this difficulty was noted. Indeed, in 6 cases, it 
seemed impossible to find any marked change in the size of the para- 
sites in tlle peripheral blood for three days after the chill, the ring 
forms persisting for that period and being constantly supplied by 
constantly maturing rosettes in the visceral capillaries (see also Gau- 
tier's tables). The frequency of cases showing the ring forms per- 
slating, with slight changes, for two or three days, led to the belief that 
the cycle of development must sometimes extend over 48 hours. 
I was not then familiar with Golgi's conclusions, but since find that 
this observer, who is certainly qualified to know what evidence is 
needed to establish a 48-hour cycle, concluded that " the parasites in 
the blood of ~estivo-sutumnal cases are only an index of the infection, 
have little to do with the real pathogenesis of the fever, and that they 
represent early phases of a cycle which is much longer than has been 

believed." 
In one of my eases~ however, in which the examinations of the 

blood were supplemented by microscopical examination of the viscera, 
a 48-hour cycle appeared to be demonstrated. For the present pur- 
pose; therefore, the temperat~re chart furnishes by far the most con- 
vincing evidence. 

The majority of my cases, however, showed quotidian excursions, 
and the temperature chart was of little value in determining the length 
of the cycle. In these the parasites in the blood, and occasionally in 
the ~,iscera, were submitted to microscopic examination in the fresh 
condition, and in specimens stained by eosin and methylene blue, and 
by ~ocht 's method. From this study, on;y one feature was noted 

1.2 2~Tew York  ~Tedical Jour~a~, 1899, lxix, pp. 114 and 149. 
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which could possibly serve to separate the parasites into two groups, 
and this related to the form of the young rings. The majority of the 
young ~estivo-autumnal rings exhibit a single chroma~in granule and 
a distinct thickening of one segment o£ the ring, and this latter char- 
acter is maintained from the very smallest form up to bodies at least 
4: ,,,- in diameter. In  addition to these signet-ring fo.rm% other rings 
were seen which lacked the signet, were provided with two ehromatin 
~anules  usually located at opposite points in the circumference of the 
ring, and which retained this appearance u p  to a considerable size 
(3 ,,,-, rarely -l.',.). Such rings have been repeatedly observed before 
and accurately sketched (Gautier, Ziemann, Marchoux). See Plate 
XXX,  Fig. ¢. 

In some severe cases these ring-~, lacking the signet, constituted the 
majority of all those seen in the blood; usually both forms were 
abundantly present, and in some distinctly tertian cases, while the 
signet-rings were more numerous, the other type was also represented 
in small numbers. I am, therefore, unable to conclude that these 
peculiar rings belong to a separate species of parasite with a short 
cycle of development. 

No ether morphological differences were noted in the young rings 
of these cases. I t  is possible, but hardly probable, that the quotidian 
parasite, if it exists, was not represented among the cases seen at 
~{ontauk. 

Between parasites of larger size, as seen in. the blood and in smears 
of the viscera of fatal cases, considerable difference in size was noted, 
but the smallest presegmenting bodies and rosettes encountered were 
found associated only with the usual form of signet rings. ~'[y obser- 
rations on the parasites in the fresh condition failed to show any uni- 
form difference in the refractive qualiV or amoeboid activity, but 
under the circumstances they could not be pursued so extensively as 
was desired. 

The evidence secured failed therefore to establish any clinical or 
morpho~logieal grounds on which to separate the parasites of per- 
nicious malarial fever into two or more groups. 

It  does not seem likely that s~;ch a division can be successfully 
maintained except on morphological grounds. The difficulty in fol- 
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lowing the development in the blood of even a 48-hour parasite is well 
illustrated by Gautier's tables, and must be considerably increased 
when dealing with a more rapidly maturing form. The tendency ef 
the ~estivo-autumnal parasite to be held in the viscera during its later 
phases very greatly complicates the undertaking. In  the cases of 
quotidian infection reported in detail by ~Y[archiafava, Bignami, and 
Guarnieri, one fails to find, in the results of the blood examination, 
convincing evidence of the existence of one group of parasites with a 
24-hour cycle. The clinical peculiarities observed in these cases are 
not without significance, but are of themselves entirely inconclusive 
and s~511 require confirmation. The evidence on which the "quartan, 
tertian, and ~estivo-autumnal parasites are separated is of entirely dif- 
ferent value from that on which it is proposed to divide the ~estivo- 
autumnal group. Distinct morphological characters have not been 
clearly established, peculiar clinical features have not been shown to 
characterize any considerable group of cases, the developmental phases 
of a 24-hour cycle have not been demonstrated in the blood or viscera, 
and it would seem that further observations are required before the 
existence of a quotidian parasite can be accepted even as a working 
hypothesis. 

The later position of ~{arehiafava and Bignami, admitting that the 
existence of two species in the ~estivo-autumnal group is not. proven, 
would therefore seem to be justified. 

That 72 hours may occasionally be required for the cycle of the 
~estivo-autumnal parasite is indicated by the observation of a few eases 
of quartan fever with this infection. Such cases have been reported 
by Gautier and Ziemann. The paroxysms, in Ziemann's ease, were 
twice repeated, with intervals of two days; the fever almost completely 
subsided in the interim; and there seems to be no. reason to suppose 
that the irregular maturation of tertian broods co.uld possibly have 
produced the paroxysms, is 

J3R. Koch ,  whose  r e p o r t  on m a l a r i a  in  t r o p i c a l  c o u n t r i e s  ha s  a p p e a r e d  s ince  t he  
c o m p l e t i o n  of  t h i s  a r t i c l e ,  ha s  a l so  r eached  the  c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  t h e r e  is  b u t  one 

spec i e s  of  t he  ~ e s t i v o - a u t u m n a l  p a r a s i t e ,  a n d  t h a t  in  f r e sh  cases  the  f e v e r  is  u n i f o r m l y  

of  the  t e r t i a n  type ,  b u t  l a t e r  t e n d s  to  become  more  and  m o r e  i r r e g u l a r .  He c o n s i d e r s  

~, t r o p i c a l ~ '  a m o r e  a p p r o p r i a t e  e p i t h e t  t h a n  - e e s t i v o - a u t u m n a l  " to  d e s i g n a t e  t h i s  
p a r a s i t e  and  the  f e v e r  c a u s e d  by  i t  (Deutsche reed. Woehenschr., 1900, p. 781). 
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Heernamveba immaculata. 

Grassi and Feletti, Marchiafava and Celli, Bignami, Guarnieri, Sach- 
aroff, Marchoux, and Ziemann, report cases in which rosettes free from 
pigment were found in the blood or viscera. Most of these authors, 
while admitting that the parasite may occasionally sporulate without 
producing pigment, are not inclined to regard Hcemame&a immaculata 
(Grassi) as a separate species. 

Grassi and Feletti, however, claim to have observed in a bird pure 
infection with a variety of parasite which failed to produce pigment, 
and regard the appearance in the human subject of rosettes without 
pigment as evidence of infection by a distinct species of parasite. Man- 
naberg also accepts this view. 

In the report of the examination of the viscera of this bird by Grassi 
and Feletti no mention is made of the presence or absence of pigment, 
and it is impossible to determine whether or not the infection had 
failed to produce pigment in the viscera as well as in the peripheral 
blood. In all cases in which pigment-free rosettes have been found in 
the blood of human subjects there have been found the usual pigment 
deposits and pigmented rosettes in the viscera. That there is consid- 
erable variation in the quantity of pigment produced by the parasite in 
fatal cases is shown by the reports by Marchiafava and Bignami of fatal 
cases in which a microscopic examination was required to show the 
presence of very scanty deposits in the viscera. Ziemann mentions 
in this connection that he has seen a presegmenting body of the benign 
tertian typ~ which was entirely free from pigment. 

I have already mentioned (p. 447) the marked resemblance which red 
cells, harboring five or six parasites, may bear to pigment-free rosettes. 
Most of these rosettes, as described, contained a small number of spores 
(6 to 10). In the sketches of Marchiafava and Celli, as noted by the 
authors, the spores of the pigment:free rosettes are of nnusually large 
size. Their appearance is almost identical with the cell harboring seven 
young parasites sketched in Plate XXX, Fig. 2, from the marrow smears 
of a fatal case. If the latter cell had been found in a section of tissue 
it would have been scarcely possible to distinguish it from a rosette 
without pigment. 

In a drawing accompanying the article of Bastiane]li and Bignami, 1' 
is a nearly normal red cell apparently infected with six young parasites, 
in explanation of which the authors suggest an irregular form of seg- 
mentation. If  the drawing is accurate, it appears to me that the cell 

14 Bull .  d. r. Accad. ~ned. di Roma~ 1894~ xx~ p. 151~ pla te  i~ fig. 26. 
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is too little altered to have long harbored a growing parasite, and that 
the young parasites are too large for spores. The drawings of the 
cerebra] capillaries, filled with rosettes without pigment, hardly admit, 
however, of this interpretation. Nevertheless, a failure of the human 
malarial parasite to produce pigment is such a violent departure from 
its ordinary physiology that the fact should rest only on the most abso- 
lute proof, and it may not be amiss to have suggested a possible source 
of error in this field. 

In any case the grounds are insufficient to warrant the classification 
of H¢mamceba immaculata as a separate species of parasite, and seem at 
best merely to justify the opinion of other observers that pigment-free 
rosettes, as seen in the human subject, are an occasional form of the 
~estivo-antumnal parasite. This opinion is well set forth in the words of 
Marchiafava and Bignami: . . . .  We cannot allow that a distinction 
should be drawn between the Hcemamceba prcecox (tertian parasite of 
Grassi) and the Hcemamceba immacuIata, as two separate species. Seg- 
mentation with no pigmentation has been observed by Marchiafava and 
Celli, but only in very rare cases, and always together with pigmented 
rosettes. So that in these cases it would be necessary to suppose a 
double infection, an hypothesis that is devoid of all foundation. We 
shall fee] ~mab]e to change our opinion until we meet with cases which 
show no trace of melan~emia and which, therefore, mean a pure infection 
with the Hcemamoeba immaculata." 

IV. THE NUCLEAR BODY OF THE I~IALARIAL PARASITE. 

F r o m  the earliest period of the minute study of the malarial para- 

site certain structures in its body have been recognized as probable 

nuclear elements, but the exact significance of these structures and 

their  relation to the definite nuclear elements of metazoan cells have 

never  been ful ly  determined. 

In 1889, Ce]li and Guarnieri, 1° from the examination of tresh malarial 
blood stained by methylene blue in ascitic fluid, described in the larger 
parasites, an outer deeply staining ectoplasm and an inner nearly 
achromatic endoplasm. In the lightly colored endoplasm, surrounded 
by a narrow, perfectly achromatic zone, was a sharply marked body of 
variable structure, sometimes compact, sometimes reticulated, but evi- 

15 New Sydenham Society 's  Trans la t ion ,  op. cit. 

~6 References to the authors  here c i ted wi l l  be found in the monographs  of Thayer 

and Hewetson,  of Ziemann, and of Mannaberg,  a l ready quoted. 
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dently representing the nucleus of the parasite. On the inner border 
of the ectoplasm of younger parasites they found a deeply staining body 
which they regarded as the early form of the nucleus. Their plates 
accurately depict the growth of the "endoplasm and nucleus" up to the 
presegmenting stage, into which they were unable to follow it. This 
demonstration of the nuclear body was, in the minds of competent ob- 
servers, the beginning of the end in the controversy regarding the 
truly parasitic nature of the malarial organism. 

Using the same technical methods, Grassi and Feletti, in 1890, de- 
scribed in the larger parasites " a  large vesicular nucleus such as is seen 
in many rhizopods." This nucleus was usually eccentric, possessed a 
very thin, often indistinct membrane, and an intranuelear network filled 
with a semi-fluid substance. The intranuclear network exhibited a nodal 
thickening resembling a nucleolus, which was sometimes round or often 
showed several radiating filaments stretching toward the nuclear mem- 
brane. This nucleus was not found in young parasites. The authors 
believed they could discover .evidences of direct division of the nucleus, 
beginning 12 to 16 hours before segmentation of the body. The nucleus 
of Grassi and Feletti undoubtedly corresponds to the endoplasm of Celli 
and Guarnieri. 

In 1891 Romanowsky published his observations on the structure 
of the tertian parasite as demonstrated by his special staining method. 
He described the nucleus as a colorless central area in the parasite, in 
which appeared a smaller body staining of a carmine violet color, the 
" n u e l e o l u s "  or chromatin of the nucleus. In the larger parasites he 
described the development of fibrillar chromatin bodies in the nucleus, 
indicating a process of indirect division. These filaments were indistinct 
but gave the mass of ehromatin a less compact appearance. The all- 
aster stage is roughly indicated in one of the sketches. Romanowsky 
described, also, " quinine forms" in which the clear zone of the nucleus 
was wanting, this structure fading insensibly into the body of the para- 
site, while the ehromatin was subdivided into many fine granules. To 
judge from the drawings, these " quinine forms" appear to be identical 
with Gautier's presegmenting forms (see p. 440). Romanowsky men- 
tions no stage of the parasite which failed to show a nuclear body stain- 
able by his method. 

Sacharoff, in 1891, observed the " n u c l e o l u s "  lying in a clear nucleus 
in specimens of mstivo-autnmna] parasites stained by gentian violet, and 
noted the disappearance of the nucleus just before segmentation. In 
1893 he applied Romanowsky's method to the minute study of the nucleus 
and (lescribed a fibrillar structure which occasionally showed karyo- 

32 
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kinetic figures. He found, further, that the flagella of the parasite 
stain like the chromatin of the nucleus, and concluded that the flagella 
are separate chromosomes of the karyokinetic nucleus, extruded from the 
parasite under the influence of cold. In 1895, he reported a further 
study of the nucleus, and described the "extrusion of chromosomes" 
(exfiagellation) from the malarial parasites of young crows. The para- 
sites of these animals were found specially adapted to the purpose, as 
their nuclei are large, ehromatin filaments are distinct, and flagellate 
bodies are found in the blood immediately after shedding. In these 
parasites he depicts intracellular formation of flagella and the extrusion 
of all the chromatin from the body of the parasite in the form of 
flagella. The author refers (1895) to the studies of Sala on the eggs 
of Ascaris megalocephala, in which indications were found of an active 
movement on the part of the chromosomes, and to the conclusion of 
Strasburger that the changing position of chromosomes in some vege- 
table cells results from an active movement on the part of these 
structures. I t  may be added that in recent years an extrusion of all 
ehromatin in the form of flagella has been observed in various forms of 
coecidia by several investigators. 

Bastianelli and Bignami described the minute structure of the ~estivo- 
autumnal parasite'in specimens stained by hwmatoxylin. In the young 
parasite they describe as "endoplasm" the large central achromatic area 
through which shines the h~emoglohin of the infected cell, while the 
deeply staining periphe_ral granule was said to consist of chromatin. 
This nuclear body, or endoplasm, possesses no membrane and exhibits 
no special structure. The chromatic granule increases in size as the 
parasite develops and the clear endoplasm acquires a light bluish tinge, 
partly obscuring the hmmoglobin. Later, when the pigment has 
gathered in a single mass, the body of the parasite becomes homogeneous 
and the chromatic granule disappears. These changes mark the begin- 
ning of the reproductive phase, and may be followed very shortly by 
segmentation. During segmentation the ehromatin reappears scattered 
through the body in fine particles, about each of which a ring of 
ehromatophilic substance gathers. A small remnant of the endoplasm 
is /eft unntilized in the segmenting process. The'spores at first con- 
rain ,no endop]asm, which appears only in the young parasite. The 
authors do not find, either in their own preparations or in the drawings 
of others, any definite structures recalling a true nucleus. The disap- 
pearance of the chromatin before sporulation they find to be analogous 
to a similar phenomenon in the Gregarini&e and Coeeidia, while in the 
Oseillari~e one or more disseminated granules of chromatin represent 
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nuclear bodies similar to those seen in the malarial parasite. The 
nucleus of the malarial amoeba, they believe, never assumes the vesicular 
or resting stage on account of the rapid succession of generations. In  
the crescents, with rare exceptions, they found no chromatin, and there '  
fore regarded these bodies as sterile. 

Mannaberg (1893, 1899) followed the development of the nucleus, as 
described by Celli and Guarnieri, in specimehs stained by hsematoxylin, 
and by a special procedure of his own. He was unable to find evidence 
of a karyokinetic division of the nucleus. 

Ziemann studied the structure of the tertian, quartan, and sestivo- 
autumnal parasites by means of his modification of Romanowsky's stain. 
He followed minutely the changes in the nucleus in each variety, and 
described many minor variations which may be of value in differential 
diagnosis. At a rather early period of the cycle the solid chromatin 
granule was usually found to become less compact and was sometimes 
divided into two or three portions. With the disappearance of amoeboid 
motion in the parasite the chromatin is usually divided into many fine 
filaments or spindles from which are derived, during the full-grown and 
preseg-menting stages, an increasing number of ~econdary chromatin 
bodies of variable position and contour, but eventually forming the 
nuclei of the young spores. He found the eccentric position of the 
nucleus in the young tertian and its central position in the quartan 
parasite to be very constant differential characters in these organisms. 
In the "full-grown" stage of the parasite he found the chromatin more 
difficult to stain. The parasites which failed to exhibit a mass of 
chromatin he regarded as sterile. He first described appearances which 
recalled the chromatin filaments and mitotic figures of Romanowsky, 
but later concluded that no distinct traces of a true karyokinetic process 
could be demonstrated in these parasites. After a growth o[ 16 to 24 
hours, the chromatin mass was found to break up into a number of 
spindle-shaped granules, which showed a very inconstant arrangement. 
1VIeantime the limits of the nucleus became very indistinct. In  many 
parasites the nucleus and chromatin disappeared, the parasite increased 
markedly in size and presented a rich deposit of pigment grains in 
active vibratory motion. These forms he regarded as sterile, and in- 
cluded among them the elliptical and large oval bodies, in most of 
which he was unable to demonstrate any traces of chromatin. In a 
few crescents obtained from the bone-marrow, 11 hours af ter  death, he 
was able to demonstrate a more or less compact mass of chromatin, but  
always of reduced bulk. 

Okintschitz has described the nucleus of the young forms and the fine 
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structure of the malarial parasite in specimens stained by eosin, methylene 
blue, and safranine. In the young parasite the nucleus was found to be 
a compact mass which, in the tertian parasite, failed to stain with 
methylene blue, but in the ~estivo-autumnal variety stained densely with 
this dye. The iurther changes in the nucleus were not fully traced. 

Marchoux describes the nucleus of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite of 
Senegal in specimens stained by eosin and methylene blue and by a mix- 
ture of thionin and carbolic acid (see p. 431). In the early ring-shaped 
organism the enclosed substance was regarded by the author as the 
nucleus, the deeply staining eccentric body as the nucleolus. Sometimes 
two nucleoli were found at opposite poles of the parasite, an appearance 
which he was inclined to refer to a process of conjugation in view of 
the fact that later phases exhibited a single nucleolus. In the full- 
grown stage the nucleolus assumed a position in the centre of the 
nucleus, gradually dividing into a number of smaller bodies arranged in 
the form of a wreath. The later changes were not followed, as the para- 
sites disappeared from the peripheral blood. 

Gautier, in 1895,.reported a study of the malarial parasite of the 
Caucasus in specimens stained by Romanowsky's method. He finds that 
the nucleus consists of a vesicular portion and a violet-staining mass 
of chromatin. The chromatin body is usually surrounded by a narrow, 
" milky zone," which is sometimes continued about the entire vesicular 
nucleus. In the ring stage the h~emoglobin.shines through the vesicular 
portion of the nucleus. In many parasites at various stages the "milky 
zone" is invisible. With the beginning enlargement of the body of the 
parasite the chromatin changes from a small compact body to • less 
compact oval mass of granules. I t  sometimes early breaks up into two 
or three portions, or it may consist of a single mass of small granules. 
In some of Gautier's drawings these granules are placed in the centre 
of the hmmoglobin mass which he regards as shining through the 
vesicular nucleus. In bodies probably representing the early preseg- 
menting stage of the parasite he describes the development of a reticular 
structure of the parasite and the total disappearance of chromatin par- 
tieles. Later the ehromatin grains reappear in the meshes of the 
reticulum. In crescents and ovoids he found numerous small chromatin 
granules. In the crescents these granules appeared to be much more 
minute than in the ovoids. Many large parasites without ehromatin he 
regarded as dead. 

The nuclear changes which I have ohserved in specimens stained 
by Noeht's method have been detailed under the descriptions of 
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species. They were largely in accord with the observations of Gautier 
and of Ziemann. 

I find that the nucleus of the parasite belongs to the " distributed 
type " of protozoan nuclei (p. 436), consisting of granules of chro- 
matin and, certainly in the older and possibly in all stages, of an 
achro~matic substance in which the granules are. embedded. While 
the claim of Bastianelli and Bignami must be admitted, that the para- 
site possesses "no  true nucleus," in the metazoan sense, it exhibits 
nevertheless all the nuclear structures required in some protozoa. 

Neither the nucleus nor the achromatic substance appears to be 
necessarily connected with the interior of the ring, which is the form 
assumed by the young and vegetative parasite. I t  seems most 
probable that this form represents a true ring, or if not, the ring is 
bridged by a substance which has no essential nuclear relations. 

I find no forms in the fertile cycle of the parasite in which 
chromatin cannot be demonstrated. Various intra,cellular and extra- 
cellular forms devoid of ehromatin are for that reason necessarily 
regarded as sterile. 

Although there appears to be abundant analogy in the nuclear 
changes in the parasites of birds and in some closely related coccidia, 
to indicate that the human parasite may divide by a modified form of 
karyokinesis, I could find no sufficient ground for applying this term 
to the series of nuclear changes observed in the presegmenting para- 
sites in man. 

Labb6, Danilewsky, Sacharoff and others, in the blood parasites of 
animals, and Simond and Siedlecki, in various coecidia, find that the 
chromatin regularly appears at some stages in the form of fibrils, and 
that these may describe figures rather closely resembling the mitoses 
of metazoan cells. Romanowsky claimed to have seen distinct ehro- 
matin filaments, and sketches imperfect mitotic figures in the tertian 
parasite. Ziemann relinquishes a similar claim in his second article, 
admitting that no distinct mitotic figures are to be demonstrated in 
the human parasite. Gautier's sketches show nothing of these illa- 
ments. In my specimens from fresh malarial blo~d chromatin was 
never seen in the form of a filament, all elongated masses being 
invariably of granular structure. On the other hand, when exflagel- 
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lation occurs with the human parasite, the chromatin becomes fila- 
mentous, figures resembling monasters are produced, and the chro- 
ntosomes are extruded as active ilagella. This process is entirely in 
accord with the changes depicted by Sacharoff in the parasites of birds. 

It  appears, therefore, that in the fertile cycle of the malarial para- 
site division occurs by a very simple process which may be likened to 
amitosis, the only visible changes in the chromatin being subdivision 
and fusion. In another cycle of development, adapted for the extra- 
corporeal growth of the parasite, division occurs by a modified form oi 
karyoldnesis, the chromosomes leaving the parent cell to fertilize 
other individuals. Some of the structures seen in coccidia by Simond 
and Siedlecki have been interpreted as showing the fertilization of 
one parasite by the ~agellum of another. ~'[acCa]lum, ~7 working 
with the blood of infected crows, repeatedly saw free flagella enter 
other parasites in which they became lost, and he was able to repeat 
this observation in a case of human mstivo-autumnal infection. Evi- 
dence is therefore gradually being gathered to determine the true 
significance of flagellation and to locate in the proper place the func- 
tion of karvokinesis in the malarial parasite. 

V. TI-IE CRESC:E~NTIC BODIES. 

While the results of recent studies of the coccidia (Simond, Siedlecki, 
Schaudinn) bear on some obscure points in the biology of the malarial 
parasite, the full significance of the crescentic bodies, even in the coccidia, 
has not yet been demonstrated, although the position of these bodies in 
the developmental cycle has been determined. In various coccidia it 
has been shown that there are two cycles of development, one, the 
sporulating cycle, leading to the development of encysted bodies, the 
other, asporulate and parthenogenetic, leading to the development of 
crescentic and flagellate bodies. The individuals of the sporulating 
series are capable of reproduction in the host, but in the asporulate series, 
the crescents and flagellate forms are very fragile, disappearing rapidly 
when exposed to unfavorable conditions, and alone are incapable of self- 
perpetuation. There is evidence in the coccidia that some of the cres- 
centic bodies represent the female element and require fecundation by 
the flagellum or male element, in order to become fertile. 

17 Journal  of Experimental  Medicine, 1898, iii, p. 117. 
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MacCallum's observations on tIalteridium, a crescentic parasite of 
birds, indicate that these crescentic bodies are of two varieties, one, the 
male, producing flagella, the other, the female, uniting with a free 
flagellum and developing into a motile form called the " v e r m i c u l u s . "  

Further evidence on this point has been furnished by Ross, who found 
that when the blood of birds infected with Proteosoma, a species of para- 
site closely resembling the malarial amoeba, reaches the stomach of the 
mosquito, many of the organisms become flagellated. A few days later 
he finds in the stomach-wall of the mosquito certain large encysted pig- 
mented bodies containing many rod-like structures and some " b l a c k  

spores," which on the rupture of the cyst gain the general circulation. 
In the salivary glands of the insect these " g e r m i n a l  rods" may be found 
in large numbers. Ross was able to infect young birds by subjecting 
them to the bites of mosquitoes fed on blood containing Proteosoma, 
but was unsuccessful with ttalteridium. 

Grassi, Bignami, and Bastianelli, have confirmed and extended Ross's 
observations. These investigator s succeeded in conveying the ~estivo- 
autumnal infection from one human being to another by means of a 
particular variety of mosquito, Anopheles claviger, the " dapple-winged" 
mosquito described by Ross. Moreover, they fed their mosquitoes on 
blood containing crescents, showing that these bodies are capable of 
further development in a new host~ In the mosquito they observed, as 
Ross had done, exflagellation of the crescents, development of encysted 
bodies in the stomach-wall, discharge of " germinal rods," and their 
accumulation in the salivary glands of the infecting insect. Later they 
succeeded in transferring the tertian parasite in the same way, the large 
hyaline forms furnishing the flagella in the mosquito's stomach. They 
found no bodies resembling the vermieulus of birds, and it has not been 
shown how the parasite pierees the wall of the stomach. It is thus clear 
that the crescentic body is a form of the parasite adapted to further de- 
velopment in a new host. 

Of the mode of origin of the crescents in man there is still nothing 
definitely known. In support of Mannaberg's theory that they are 
conjugation forms resulting from the union of two ring forms, no new 
facts have been observed. Grassi and Feletti, who, in 1891, claimed that 
in birds a eertain number of crescents were undoubtedly produced by 
conjugation of younger forms, have apparently not insisted upon the 
correctness of this view. On the contrary, the studies of the develop- 
ment of eoecidia in the rabbit, salamander, cuttle-fish, and other animals, 
strongly oppose Mannaberg's theory, for in these organisms, which, 
according to Metehnikoff, are dearly related to the malarial parasite,.the 
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crescentic form is produced in an entirely different manner, by the 
segmentation of a large spheroidal body into several small but fully 
formed crescentic bodies. No similar parent bodies have been described 
in the blood or tissues of the hmnan subject. 

Celli and Guarnieri , in 1889, and Canalis in 1890, depicted the 
yo.ung forms of the crescentic bodies as small, narrow crescents with 
considerable fine pigment, lying within slightly altered red cells, and 
traced the development through a gradual increase in size, with de-. 
struetion of the h~emoglobin of the infected cell, up to the adult 
crescent. From the adult crescents, ovoid, elliptical, and spheroidal 
bodies may then form, and these frequently become flagellated. 
These phases of development have been very generally accepted, and 
are largely in accordance with analogous processes in various coccidia. 
There is, however, a lack of agreement regarding the relation of the 
ovoid and spheroidal bodies to the crescentic forms. When exam- 
ined in the fresh condition crescents are frequently seen to assume 
the spheroidal form, and if a little moisture is added the spheres may 
extrude flagella. Occasionally, however, the spheres or ovoids may 
be seen to revert to. the crescentic form, as described by Ziemann and 
others. Now, crescents of ahnost any size may be made to assume 
the spheroidal form, from which it appears that this body is not always 
to be included in the natural developmental series of the crescent. I 
have seen spheroidal bodies develop from crescents about which there 
was hardly a trace o~ htemoglobin, while in other eases the spheroidal 
body did not occupy more than two-thirds of the red cell. The young 
crescents which appear in the blood on the fourth or fifth day of the 
paroxysm have, in my eases, been of small size, rather broad, and often 
no longer than the red cell. They are often distinctly oval or 
spheroidal in the stained specimen. During the fifth to the seventh 
days they gradually increase in size, with progressive destruction of 
h~emoglobin, and finally assume the elongated crescentic form, with- 
out hmmoglobin. My conclusion, therefore, is that the ovoid and 
spheroidal bodies seen in the ordinary stained specimen are usually 
younger forms than the elongated crescent, and that the spheroidal 
bodies which form in shed blood may be derived from crescents of 
ahnost any age. The quantity of h~emoglobin about the spheroidal 
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body would seem to be a reliable indication of the age and original 
form. 

In 1889 Canalis described a form of segmentation in crescents. The 
segmenting bodies were elliptical in form and discharged eight or ten 
rather large spores. At the same time, Celli, and Marchiafava and 
Golgi, were inclined to believe that crescents might sporulate in the 
blood, but were not certain that they had ever seen such forms. Antolisei 
and Angelini, in 1890, confirmed Canalis's observations, stating, how- 
ever, that the new spores possess a double contour. Grassi and Feletti, 
and Sacharoff, believing that the crescents represent a separate species 
of organism (Laverania malarice), accept of necessity the hypothesis of 
their sporulation, but have not positively identified segmenting forms in 
the blood. Lewkowicz (1897) reports that he has seen two crescents in 
the act of sporulation in the blood, and in the splenic blood he describes 
some segmenting crescents containing as many as thirty spores. The 
transverse subdivision of crescents has been observed by Grassi and 
Feletti, Mannaberg, Ziemann, and others. Ziemann, however, regards 
this process as unquestionably not of a reproductive nature. The trans- 
verse segmentation of crescentic bodies has been clearly demonstrated in 
coccidia (Jackson Clarke), but the fate of the segments is not shown, 
and while there are indications that the crescentic bodies of coccidia may 
be multiplied to some extent in this way, the same evidence clearly shows 
that the process is exceptional. 

The various phases of gemination and budding described by many 
writers have never been strongly urged as a natural method of reproduc- 
tion of crescents. 

Accordingly, opposed t.o a moderate number of inconclusive and 
often uncertain observations favoring the segmentation of crescents, 

there are entirely negative results from the vast majority of observers. 
Various studies of related protozoa indicate that crescentic bodies, 

after fertilization , regularly proceed to further development with en- 
cystment and the production of an entirely different form of the 
parasite, but sometimes leading to auto infection of the same host. 
Although there is no satisfsctory evidence that the malarial crescents 

can develop further in the human being, it is by no means ecrtain 
that their formation and development are entirely innoclmus to the 
patient. 
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Not a few observers have connected certain febrile paroxysms with the 
growth of crescents. Golgi in 1889 referred some forms of fever at long 
intervals to the development of new broods of crescents. Laveran still 
(1899) holds that crescents alone, without the presence of other forms, 
can be associated with a febrile paroxysm. Canalis, who claimed to 
have found sporulating crescents, connected the segmentation of these 
bodies with paroxysms recurring in three or four days. Celli and San- 
feliee, and Grassi and Feletti not infrequently observed paroxysms in 
birds associated with the appearance of crescents only in the blood. 
Lewkowiez believes that the development of crescents may produce quo- 
tidian or tertian fever, or paroxysms at long intervals. He believes, also, 
that crescents are not so refractory to quinine as is generally supposed; 
that they disappear under quinine after a variable period, and that the 
long-persisting forms are new individuals reproduced in the viscera from 
day to day. 

Most authorities, however, prefer to attribute the irregular paroxysms 
to the production of a limited nmnber of ordinary amoeboid parasites, 
which sometimes fail to reach the general circulation in demonstrable 

nnmbers. 

The possibility tha~ the development of crescents is associated with 

a febrile paroxysm is by no means disposed of by the proof that cres- 

cents do not sporulate. There  is almost certainly a secondary cycle 

of development of the parasite leading to the formation of crescents, 

and this cycle may well be several times repeated, each time with 

fever.  For  each crescent destroys a red cell, and the crescents in the 

blood are sometimes as abundant as the brood of young amcebm. 

Al though most eases of fever  at long intervals are probably simple 

relapses, it is impossible to deprecate wholly the tendency to regard 

some of these paroxysms as evidence of a second cycle of development 

in the parasite leading to. the formation of crescents. In  the ~fontauk 

series I was f requent ly  surprised to find only young crescents in the 

blood associated with mild seizures at i r regular  intervals. I t  was 

especially noted in some eases in which crescents persisted in the blood 

af ter  fever  had subsided and while quinine was still being adminis- 

tered, that shortly after  a mild chill numerous young crescents 

appeared in the blood. 

Some morphological features of tile crescentic bodies are still of 
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active interest. The early observers, who believed that crescents were 
an encysted form of the parasite, frequently depicted these bodies 
with a distinct double contour, representing a sharply defined mem- 
brane. Without entering into the details of opposing views, it may 
be said that this extreme elaim of a distinct double membrane has 
been slowly abandoned, and the most that is maintained is the exist- 
;.nee of a condensed outer bo.rder about the crescent. I find that this 
outer border may be colored red by strong staining with eosin. That 
the reddish border thus developed is not identical with the membrane 
of the red cell appears from the fact that it invests the concave side 
of the crescent where it may be widely separated from the projecting 
bow of the red cell. The remnant of the red cell which stretches like 
a bow across the eoneavity of tim ereseent, while usually single, ap- 
peared double in one of the specimens. The ends of the bows then 
overlapped, each enclosing a little more than one-half of the creseenL 
(Plate XXX, Fig. 23). 

The identity of the bow with the membrane of the red cell has 
been accepted without question, and its development in young speci- 
mens leaves little doubt of this origin, but why it should increase in 
dimensions with the growth of the crescent and why it is occasionally 
double are at present obscure questions. 

The application of Xoeht's method to the crescentic bodies furnished 
valuable additions to the knowledge of these forms. Ziemann found the 
vast majority of crescents to be entirely free from ehromatin. Gautier, 
however, working with Romanowsky's procedure, was apparently the 
first to demonstrate the presence of ehromatin in any large proportion 
of crescents in human blood. In the young ovoid or elliptical forms 
he found a well-marked group of rather large granules of ehromatin. 
In the full-grown crescent a single group of very fine granules lying in the 
centre of the body and often partly obscured by the pigment mass, could, 
in the majority of specimens, be fully identified. 

With Nocht's method I have been able to demonstrate chromatin 
gramfles in the vast majority of crescents in all stages (Plate XXX,  
Figs. ]7-23). In the younger forms the granules were usually larger 
and more distinct than in the older forms. In the adult crescents the 
chromatin was usually found in a single rather compact mass of 
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minute granules, which was usually much obscured by overlying pig- 
merit. Occasionally the chromatin mass lay to one side of tile wreath 
of pigment, in which case it was very easily identified. In a few 
specimens in which the pigment was diffusely scattered over the 
crescent, the chromatin was very clearly visible (Plate XXX,  Fig. 22). 

Two groups of chromatin granules were seen in a moderate, num- 
her of crescents, in some of which the pigment was arranged in the 
form of the figure 8. In these specimens both groups of chromatin 
granules were inclosed in a single mass of clear achromatic substance 
(Plate XXX,  Figs. 21 and 23). 

In a few specimens it was impossible to detect any traces of chro- 
matin, indicating that these particular forms were sterile. Such 
forms, however, were not more numerous than were chromatin-free 
parasites in ordinary cases of tertian or ~estivo-autumnal infection, 
while they were difficult to find in specimens in which the staining had 
been especially successful. 

Nocht's stain very clearly demonstrates an elliptical relatively 
achromatic area in the centre of the crescent in which the pigment 
and chromatin are usually included. The line of demarcation be- 
tween the bhfish staining poles and the achromatic area was often very 
sharp after the application of this method. Occasionally the achro- 
matic area was fo.und well out in one pole. (Plate XXX,  Fig. 20). 

The application of Nocht's method to other forms of the parasite 
greatly increases the number of forms in which evidences of approach- 
ing segmentation may be found. In  my specimens of crescents no 
variation in the chromatin granules or mass was detected pointing 
to a reproductive process. The older and larger the crescent the 
smaller and less distinct these granules became. In some spheroidal 
bodies of a fatal ease, ho.wever, the body of the parasite was dis- 
tinctly reticulated, although the chromatin grains remained in a single 
n l a S S .  

VI .  E X T R A - C E L L U L A R  P A R A S I T E S .  

That the young parasite during its passage from the parent rosette 
to the new red cell is sometinies caught in the plasma in both fresh 
and dry specimens is evident from the reports of various observers. 

The possibility of identifying such young free forms in the fresh 
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condition may, however, be doubted. Ziemann, commenting on this 
point, says that " only in the beginning of his studies of malaria did 
he venture to identify young amoeboid organisms in the plasma of 
fresh blood." Celli and Guarnieri (1889) have sketched the appear- 
ance of young extra-cellular bodies, including forms of at least two 
species of parasites, in fresh blood stained by methylene blue after 
their special procedure, but many of these, especially the pigmented 
ones, were undoubtedly separated from the cell during the manipula- 
tion. In  preparations of fresh blood, parasites so frequently pass from 
the cell into the plasma that it may be doubted if any accurate esti- 
mate of the number of extra-cellular forms in the circulating Mood 
can be obtained by this method of examination. In  some cases in 
which I have seen suspicious extra-cellular bodies in fresh specimens, 
~ocht 's stain failed to show any extra-cellular parasites whatever. 
I f  reliance be placed upon dry specimens stained by this method, and 
the demonstration of a distinct nucleus be required, extra-cellular 
parasites must be looked upon as a comparative rarity, but may un- 
doubtedly be seen in exceptional cases. Gautier and Ziemann depict 
such forms, while mentioning their rarity. Romanowsky could find 
young extra-cellular tertian parasites only in patients taking quinine. 
The same rule appears to hold with the later stages of the parasite, 
extra-cellular parasites being found with extreme rarity. In fresh 
specimens a considerable number o£ large forms appear to be extra- 
cellular, but these, in stained specimens, usually show some enclosing 
remnant of a red cell. 

Various sterile forms o6 parasites described at length by Golgi, Zie- 
mann, Bignami and ]~astianelli, and others, while usually endoglo- 
bular, are sometimes seen in the plasma, and in dry specimens may be 
found to be distinctly extra-cellular. The characters of these sterile 
forms are, according to Ziemann: (1) increase in size, (2) loss of 
amoeboid motion, (3) greater abundance of pigment and increased 
vibratory movement of pigment granules, (4) markedly hyaline ap- 
pearance in stained specimens, (5) complete or nearly complete 
absence of chromatin. Ziemann, however, includes among the sterile 
forms crescents and spheres derived from crescents, which do not 
properly belong in this class, as they contain chromatin and under 
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suitable conditions are capable of further development. Other sterile 
forms described by Ziemann were found most abundantly in the 
splenic pulp after death. These were spheroidal bodies, of large size, 
hyaline aspect, vibratory pigment, and deficient supply of chromatin. 

Similar large forms have often been described as derived from full- 
grown quartan and tertian parasites, and their extrusion from the red 
cell has been followed in specimens of fresh blood. The extra-cellular 
position of most of these forms appears therefore to be artificial. 
Working principally with dry specimens, I have always had great 
difficulty in finding any of these large extra-cellular forms, and be- 
lieve that they are extremely rare in the circulating blood. In speci- 
mens of fresh blood, however, which have been allowed to stand for 
1 to .94 hours such forms become rather nmnerous. 

Vact~olation has also been frequently described in these large sterile 
parasites. In the earlier observations of parasites in the fresh condi- 
tion the nuclei were sometimes mistaken for vacuoles, an error against 
which Oolgi warns. In stained specimens I have very rarely been 
able to identify vaeuolated parasites and believe that their identifica- 
tion in fresh blood is usually very hazardous. 

The relation of the parasite to the red cell still remains a matter of 
dispute. Laveran holds that the majority of parasites are merely 
attached to the surface of the cell, though some are found within its 
substance. The crescentic bodies he regards as strictly intra-cellular. 

The frequent appearance of the projection of the ~estivo-autumnal 
ring beyond the circumference of the red cell has led many to believe 
that this parasite, at least in its early stages, is merely attached to the 
cell. Marehiafava and Bignami, however, point out that the ~estivo- 
autumnal ring in the fresh condition never sends pseudopodia beyond 
the edge of the cell, and may be seen dipping down or swimming at 

different levels in the cell. 
Gautier very accurately depicts the appearance of the ring project- 

ing beyond the cell, and there seems to be no good reason to doubt 
that such parasites are merely attached to the cell. I t  by no. means 
follows, however, that later stages of the ~estivo-antumnal ring are not 
found within the cell, as described by 5Iarehiafava and ZBignami. It  
is generally accepted that the tertian parasite lies within the. red cell, 
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yet in many tertian cases the body and especially the nucleus of the 
parasite appear to project beyond the border of the cell, even more 
distinctly than in the case of the ~estivo-autumna] ring. Such attached 
forms seem to be more frequent in the actively amoeboid stage, and in 
cases taking quinine. In fresh specimens which have been allowed 
to stand and are afterwards dried and stained, the parasite may be 
found in various stages of extrusion, and similar appearances of pro- 
jection of body and especially of nucleus beyond the cell are numerous. 
Mannaberg probably correctly expresses the facts in this matter as 
follows: " The young parasites swim in the plasma for a very short 
time and soon become attached to red cells. They remain attached 
to the cell for a time but soon penetrate within, where their further  
development is completed." 

]t  is probable that the mstivo-autumna] parasite remains attached 
to the cell longer than the tertian, possibly because it is less actively 
amoeboid. 

V I I .  ON A F O R M  OF C O N J U G A T I O N  O F  T H E  T E R T I A N  M A L A R I A L  P A R A S I T E .  

In  four cases of tertian infection I have encountered appearances 
in the blood which seem to. admit of no other explanation than that of 
conjugation of malarial parasites. In  a considerable number of other 
cases similar appearances were found, but much less frequently. 

The blood in these cases showed a moderate number of young rings 
and a large number of half-grown and full-grown forms. A great 
many red cells showed double infection with young rings. In many 
instances these rings were entirely separate, each exhibiting a single 
large granule of chromatin. Many cells, however, contained two 
rings, which were clearly fused together along one segment of the 
ring, and two large chromatin granules were then invariably found 
at different points in the rings (Plate XXXII ,  Figs. 7-5). The fused 
parasites usually differed in appearance. One was a large delicate 
ring with a thin bow, and chromatin granule of moderate size, while 
the other was a coarser body with thickened bow, enclosing little or 
no hmmoglobin, and exhibiting a large chromatin granule (Plate 
XXXII ,  Figs. 3-5). These differences between the two conjugating 
parasites could not ahvays be found. Among the single rings, the 
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two forms of young parasites were often distinguished, but no single 
rings eo.uld be found containing two equally large ehromatin granules, 
while every red cell that exhibited two large and equal ehromatin 
granu]es contained also two distinct rings. It appeared therefore that 
the bodies of many parasites had become fused together, while their 
nuclei remained separate. Occasionally the two chromatin granules 
were found close together, but no distinct signs of a fttsio.n of chro- 
matin were found at this stage. 

On examining the parasites in later stages of development, most of 
them were found to have lost the ring form, and to have spread out 
into a large number of threads, with nodal thiekenings, vario.usly 
curled in the red cell. These threads evidently represented the 
pseudopodia of a very active amseboid stage. The ehromatin masses 
were now subdivided into 10 to 12 granules, but in the majority of the 
cases these masses were far apart and showed no. tendency to unite. 
In many cells, however, the amoeboid figures were less marked, and 
the masses of chromatin lay side by side united by a little achromatic 
substance. Later some parasites were found in which the two groups 
of rather large chromatin granules lay in immediate apposition, sur- 
rounded by achromatic substance. This phase was marked by a dis- 
tinct reduction in the length of amoeboid figures (Plate X X X I I ,  Figs. 
6-11). 

~fany older, spheroidal, hyaline forms, belonging to this same 
brood, were fonnd in these cases. All the older hyaline forms were 
single and exhibited a single large group of fine ehromatin granules. 
Not one cell harboring two full-growfi parasites could be found in 
prolonged and repeated search through several slides. 

The question therefore arises, what became of the very large num- 
ber of twin parasites seen in all the younger stages? In one of the 
Montauk eases the two broods were of different ages, one approaching 
segmentation and all single, the other less than half-grown and almost 
invariably twinned. Can twinning o.cenr in part of a brood and not 
in its oldest members, or in one bro.od extensively and not at all in its 
predecessor? While such physiological variations are possible, they 
appear extremely improbable, and one is forced to the conclusion, 
merely from the absence of older twinned parasites, that conjugation 
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occurred. Whatever interpretation may be placed upon this peculiar 
absence of older twinned forms, the finding of all stages of union, 
first of the bodies, later of the nuclei, as illustrated in Plate XXXII ,  
appears to admit of no other explanation than that of conjugation. 

The further examination of these and other specimens developed 
some other peculiarities of interest. Single parasites of each of the 
above types could apparently be traced through later stages of devel- 
opment. The small, coarse, densely staining body remained compara- 
tively compact throughout its development. I t  was rarely found in 
distinct ring form, enclosing h~em0globin, but often exhibited coarse 
amoeboid processes. I t  was usually of smaller size than the average 
tertian parasite, but the infected red cells were swollen and pale. In  
the full-grown stage this body was compact and densely staining, 
with rather distinct chromatin granules, but I could not trace it up 
to a sporulating body (Plate XXXII ,  Fig. 13). In many respects 
these large forms resemble the quartan parasite, but the infected 
red cell is swollen, the pigmentation is not marked and the majority 
of them, in younger stages, have been found to conjugate with the 
ordinary tertian rings. 

The other type of parasite of the conjugating pair also frequently 
developed singly, but I am not certain that it reached sporulation. 
The young forms showed the delicate ring shape with thin bow 
(Plate XXXII ,  Figs. 3-5). The larger rings enclosed much h~emo- 
globin and often exhibited amoeboid figures. The infected cells were 
distinctly swollen and pale. The full-grown form stained very 
slightly and appeared hyaline, while its ehromatin was slight in 
quantity and minutely subdivided. No presegmenting bodies could 
be found in these cases which appeared to show the characters of this 
pale full-grown parasite. All presegmenting bodies and rosettes were 
either densely staining (before distinct reticulation), or of large size 
and with abundance of chromatin, the former developing from the 
compact forms described, the latter apparently from the conjugating 
parasites but possibly also from the single rings. Possibly the pale 
hyaline full-grown forms with finely subdivided chromatin were des- 
tined to become ilagellate forms (compare :~IacCallum's two varieties 

33 
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of crescents). Some of the above features are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings (Plate XXXII) .  

Some considerations which do not favor the belief in a process of 
conjugation require mention: 

1. The suggestion naturally arises that the presence of two masses 
of chromatin does not necessarily mean the presence of two parasites 
in one red cell. 

From a long series of observations on the character of the ehromatin 
in young tertian parasites I must admit that this objection is partly 
valid. The young tertian parasite, in soine cases, may be found 
to contain two masses of ehromatin. In the young compact body 
(mentioned above) (Plate XXXII ,  Figs. 1 and 3) these granules 
when present are large and of nearly equal size, but in the delicate 
tertian ring I have never seen two distinct, and equal ehromatin 
granules. In  somewhat rare instances the ring shows an accessory 
granule of small size in the neighborhood of the main granule, but 
never, in my observation, have two large granules occurred in a 
single thin ring-shaped tertian parasite. The significance of these 
double granules is not clear. The appearance of two, very small, 
compact, spore-like bodies partly fused together, as may occasionally 
be seen, indicates that such forms may sometimes result from the 
early union of the bodies of two very young parasites. The acces- 
sory granules in thin ring forms have always appeared too small to 
have been derived in the same way. I t  seems probable that such 
accessory granules may result from the incomplete fusion of the 
original granules which go to form the  chromatin of the spore, or, in 
other instances, from a precocious subdivision of ehromatin in the 
young parasite, as suggested by Ziemann. 

The presence of two nuclei in some very young compact parasites 
before they enter upon the process of conjugation with the large rings 
explains the occasional appearance of three nuclei about to. unite, as 
seen in some conjugating forms toward the completion of the process 
(Plate XXXII ,  Figs. 9 and 10). lit one ease, the small single compact 
forms with two nuclei, and large conjugating forms with three 
nuclei were present in considerable and about equal numbers. That 
the presence of three, large, entirely separate, subdivided nuclei in 
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one conjugating form means the union of three original parasites, I 

do not believe; but the morphological appearances above described 
indicate that it invariably means the union of at least two parasites. 

It  appears, therefore, that the presence of two large and equal 
masses of chromatin in one infected cell indicates, with few excep- 
tions, the presence o.f two parasites. Rarely three nuclei are seen in 
conjugating forms, two of which may be derived from two very 
young compact forms uniting very early, and the third from subse- 
quent conjugation with a thin ring-shaped form. 

The further development of young parasites with small accessory 
ehromatin granules may be followed in rare instances. The acces- 

sory granule divides as does the main mass of ehromatin and later 
unites with the other to form one clump of granules in the full-grown 
stage. Throughout these stages the total bulk of these two masses 
appears not to exceed the average for single parasites, whereas in the 
conjugating forms the excessive quantity of chromatin in all stages is 
a very striking feature. In all the examples of such single parasites 

that I have seen, the unequal size o.f the ehromatin masses was dis- 
tinct, and there were no appearances suggesting the presence o.f two 
parasites in the same cell. These forms, therefore, differ entirely 
from the conjugating fo.rms above described. I ha.re never seen 
more than two masses of subdivided granules in a single parasite, 
whereas three large and equal masses may be observed in conjugating 
parasites. 

A third minute granule may rarely be seen, however, in 
young rings. Ziemann '8 describes the appearance of multiple 
ehromatin masses in young tertian parasites. He was a t  first un- 

certain whether this appearance was referable to the presence of two 
fused parasites or to an early division of one nucleus, but finally 
accepted the latter explanation. IIe describes the separation of one, 
or rarely two, accessory granules from the original mass in cells in- 
fected by single parasites. Sometimes the accessory granule was 
much smaller than, sometimes nearly as large as, the main granule. 
All of.these appearances I have seen in single parasites, less often in 

is Ziemann,  Centralbl. f .  Bakter.~ 1897, xxi, p. 643. 
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single members of conjugating pairs, and I agree with Ziemann as to 
their significance, but the conjugating forms above described are quite 

different, and do not appear in Ziemann's descriptions. 

2. I t  may be objected, further, that it is impossible to determine 
when the bodies of two parasites are really united, as one may over- 
lap the other and produce a false appearance of union. 

This difficulty is undoubtedly present with some of the young 
forms, but with othel~, the appearances of the parasites toward the 
completion of the process, when amoeboid motion is subsiding, are, on 
the contrary, absolutely convincing that the bodies are actually fused. 
The significance of two large masses of ehromatin surrounded by one 
achromatic zone is also unmistakable (Plate XXXII ,  Figs. 9 to 11). 

3. Again, it may well be pointed out that examples of twin para- 
sites of advanced development, presegmenting bodies and rosettes, 
are sometimes seen in severe tertian infections, furnishing examples 
of twinning when conjugation does not occur. 

This fact is a matter of common observation, and in my series there 
are a few cases in which it was especially noted. In one red cell a 
typical rosette with many spores and a compressed hyaline body with- 
out apparent nucleus were observed. ~[n another distended cell were 
seen one perfect rosette, one imperfect presegmenting body, and one 
compressed hyaline form. 

I t  may be said of these twins, which proceed to segmentation with- 
out conjugating, that they are vastly less numerous than the con- 
jugating forms or young twins seen in the same or other cases. I 
have, for instance, seen hundreds of conjugating forms within the 
past few months, but I remember only three or four twinned rosettes 
seen in as many years. 

In  the eases showing twinned adult parasites a few younger couples 
were seen, which showed no attempt to conjugate. The great ma- 
jori W of these young parasites and all the young twins in these cases 
were the typical tertian ring-shaped parasite% while the small com- 
pact forms were exceedingly hard to find. SIy observations on this 
latter point, however, are not so numerous as is desirable and are still 
in progress. 
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4. Finally, the compaxative absence of older twinned parasites may 
be referred to the death and extrusion of one of the twins while the 
other proceeds to full development alone. 

In  some gregarines in which multiple infection of cells and con- 
jugation of parasites is common (Klossia), one of the parasites often' 
succeeds in dwarfing its companions and alone reaches full develop- 
ment. The dwarfed or dead parasites are then found in the cell 
alongside the growing form (Wolters, Clarke). In  some instances 
of multiple infection by full-grown or segmenting malarial parasites, 
I have sometimes seen evidences of compression and death of the 
younger of two or three organisms. 1Vfore often both parasites ap- 
peared to be equally favored. In any case, the remains of the 
dwarfed parasite ought frequently to be found if one member of the 
pair commonly inhibits the growth of the other. In  the four cases 
referred to. above, no traces of dwarfed parasites could be found, and 
while young twins were extremely numerous, all the older parasites 
were single. I t  therefore appears impossible to explain the entire 
absence of older twinned parasites, and especially of traces of any 
abortive individuals in these cases, on any other ground than that of 
conjugation. 

I find, therefore, that the usual fate of twinning of tertian parasites 
is conjugation; that twins sometimes grow to maturity without con- 
jugation, for reasons which are not clear, but apparently when both 
parasites show the usual ring form; that the union sometimes in- 
volves three parasites but probably always requires the presence of 
one or more compact densely staining forms, which do not commonly 
assume the ring shape, and of one of the typical tertian rings. 

A further inquiry relates to the uniformity with which conjugation 
occurs~ and its position as an essential or as an accidental phenomenon 
in the progress of malarial infection. 

I t  would seem that a process so fundamental as the conjugation of 
individuals, if it occurs at all, ought to be an invariable feature of 
every active infection, but there is not sufficient evidence on which 
to base any such claim. The four cases referred to as furnishing 
numerous clear examples of conjugation were selected on account of 
the abundance of the conjugating forms, but in many other cases less 
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numerons though equally distinct examples were seen, indicating that 
the process is of very frequent occurrence. On the other hand it 
must be admitted that the majority of specimens from routine cases  
fail to show any distinct traces of the process; from which it may be 
concluded that conjugation is probably not an essential feature of 
the growth of the parasite. 

In the four marked cases the infection was unusually rich, one of 
them showing more numerous parasites than I had ever seen before 
in benign tertian infections. One patient had just arrived at ~[on- 
tauk from Cub G in September, two others were suffering from a first 
attack, in July, in l~ew York City. In one ease there was a prompt 
relapse a few days after quinine was omitted. I t  is possible that 
important clinical features may be found to be associated with the 
presence of conjugating forms, but the observations are too limited 

te furnish any conclusion on this point. 
In mstivo-autumnal infections, in which twinning is very common, 

I have been unable to trace the parasites through the conjugating 
period on account of their disappearance from the peripheral blood. 
Of five cases showing rosettes and presegmenting bodies in the blood, 
in one were found several twins of these older forms in the same 
red cell, while in four others no twin parasites were found beyond 
the ring stage, in which evidences of conjugation, as described by 
]~Iannaberg, were occasionally seen. The presence of double nuclei 
in peculiar ~estivo-autumnal rings has been noted. ~[archoux sug- 
gests that such forms result from conjugation, an explanation which 
appears reasonable but which is at present without proof. Another 
more probable explanation has already been mentioned (p. 452). 

I have been unable to secure any recent specimens of quartan 

parasites. 
Double rings with fused nuclei are apparently a common form of 

the young parasite of Texas cattle fever (Theobald Smith). 

VIII. ON THE PLURALITY OF SPECIES OF I~IALARIAL PAI~2~SlTES. 
The belief in a plurality of species of human malarial parasites has 

been accepted probably by a majority of clinical observers residing 
in temperate climates, but seems never to have gained uniform sup- 
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port from those who have stadied largely in tropical climates, nor 
from comparative biologists. 

The doctrine of plurality of species is maintained by Mannaberg, 
KoCh, and the great majority of German writers, by Welch, Osler, Coun- 
cilman, Thayer, Dock, and practically all American writers, and by 
Golgi, Grassi, Bastianelli, and Bignami, representing the Italian school. 
A middle ground is held by Kruse, Canalis, Marchiafava, Celli, and San-. 
feliee, Babes and Georghiu, Danilewsky, and Ziemann (in his early 
publications), who are inclined to accept the unicist theory, or claim at 
least that the facts do not warrant the belief in the existence of distinct 
species; while Laveran, 3~etchnikoff, Marchoux, Vincent, and some others 
actively uphold the existence of a single polymorphous species. 

Among the pluralists no uniform basis of classification has been 
established. Those who rely strictly upon the morphology of the human 
malarial parasites rather uniformly agree upon the existence of three 
speeies--quartan, tertian, and ~estivo-autumnal. Grassi and Feletti, in- 
fluenced by the morphology of similar parasites in lower animals, add a 
fourth distinct species, Laverania malarice (yielding the crescentic 
bodies), as well as Hcemam~ba immaculata. Golgi regards the distri- 
bution of the parasite in the body of quite as much importance as a 
ground of classification as its morphology, and therefore makes two 
groups, one, including the quartan and tertian parasites, which are found 
principally in the peripheral blood, and a second, the ~estivo-autumnal, 
which is found principally in the internal organs. Mannaberg regards 
the presence or absence of syzygia, i. e., crescentic bodies, as the chief 
ground for the separation into species, and recognizes as species which 
do not produce crescents, (1) the tertian and (2) the quartan parasites, 
and as those which by conjugation form crescents, (1) the malignant 
tertian, (2) the pigmented quotidian, and (3) the unpigmented quotidian 
parasites. 

Van der Seheer and Plehn, working extensively in India and Africa, 
find only two well-distinguished species, (1) the large and (2) the small 
forms. The former include the qnartan and tertian parasites, the latter, 
the eestivo-autumnal or tropical group of other authors. 

I t  is seen that while there are no distinctly contradictory views 
among the pluralists, there is an entire lack of agreement in regard 
to the grounds required for the separation of species. Since there is 
no room to doubt that a certain stability exists in the three generally 
recognized species of parasites, practically the question a* issue is 
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whether these species are ever interchangeable, and, if so, to what 
extent and under what circumstances may one species pass into 
another. :YIannaberg has fully presented the evidence in favor of a 
plurality of species, without, however, considering many opposing 
facts, and Laveran has ably supported his own belief in a single 
species, disregar~ng much contradictory morphological evidence. 
While it is unlikely that the question will be fully settled until the 
extracorporea] form o£ the parasite has been fully traced, there are 
some recent observations on the sub~ect which may be profitably re- 
viewed. 

The strongest evidence in favor of a plurality of species is found 
in the results of experiments on the inoculation of malaria, which, 
when properly controlled, have invariably produced the type of organ- 
ism found in the specimen of Mood used in the inoculation. .~ianna- 
berg tabulates 33 experiments of this nature, in 30 of which the 
inoculation produced the type of organism found in the inoculated 
blood, while in three the result was doubtful. To these may now be 
added one case successfully inoculated with the costive-autumnal para- 
site by Zagari and Pace; Sacharoff's infection of himself with the 
restive-autumnal parasite taken from a leech; and two tertian, six 
sestivo-autumnal, and two mixed infections by tertian and restive- 
autumnal parasites reported by Eking. ̀° There are thus at least 42 
experiments i n  which the inoculation of a certain variety of parasite 
was lollowed by fever and the growth of the same parasite in the 
blood. Here must be mentioned also the transference of ~estivo- 
autumnal and tertian infections, successfully accomplished by Big- 
nami, Grassi, and Bastianelli, through the agency of mosquitoes. The 
invariable reappearance in the infected individual of the type of para- 
site contained in the injected blood is undeniably strong evidence el 
permanency of these malarial species. On the other hand, the inoeu- 
]atio~ experiments by no means prove that the so-called species are 
immutable under all conditions. Accordingly, the passage of the 
parasite through the bodies of mosquitoes and its reappearance un- 
changed in subjects thus inoculated by Bignami, Grassi, and Basti- 

~9 Zeitsehr. f klin. Jfed., 1899, xxxvi, p. 491. 
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nelli, must have far higher value as evidence of the immutability of 
the species. Yet the same element of doubt attaches even to the latter 
experiments, which may merely indicate that the proper conditions 

for the transformation of species have not yet been furnished arti- 

ficially. 

A further line of evidence of the same general character is cited 
by the pluralists in the immutability of species demonstrated in indi- 

viduals who have been kept under observation for months. I t  is a 
matter of common experience that patients who suffer relapses after 
long intervals sometimes extending over years, usually show the same 

type of parasite in the relapse as in the initial attack. 

Calandruccio examined a triple quartan infection daily for months 
and found only qt!artan parasites, and in two cases crescents were found 
to persist in the blood for two and six months respectively, without the 
appearance of any other type of organism. Grassi and Feletti also found 
no change in the type of parasites in a case of quartan fever examined for 
two months, and in a case of sestivo-autumnal infection examined from 
October to March. 

The permanency of the quartan infections might be expected, but the 
observations on ~estivo-autumnal cases are valuable indications that 
sestivo-autumnal infections may, at least in some localities, persist un- 
changed through the winter. In this field, however, the unicists are able 
to offer cogent evidence in support of their claims. Antolisei (quoted 
by Bignami and Bastianelli) has seen patients with ~estivo-autumnal 
infection remaining in the hospital all winter manifest tertian paroxysms 
with tertian parasites in the blood in the spring. They, however, regard 
these cases as examples of latent tertian infection. 

On this same point the observations of Marchoux, during an extensive 
experience in Senegal, are of interest. He believes that, during the 
rainy season, in susceptible individuals the cycle of the malarial para- 
sites in Senegal lasts 24 hours at the height of the season, but varies in 
different cases. In Europeans it tends to shorten and the fever be- 
comes remittent or continuous. In the dry season, the cycle is longer, 
and the volume of the parasite increases. In many patients with a his- 
tory of old seizures, who have acquired some immunity, the parasite 
increases in size and at length, he says, becomes identical with the mild 
tertian species. During the rainy season when the newly arrived Euro- 
peans are suffering from infection with the small ring forms, the native 
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muleteers, when attacked, all show the large tertian forms in the blood. 
These observations, while evidently lacking in precision, must be re- 
garded as most significant of the underlying conditions governing the 
character of malarial infection in the tropics. 

Ziemann's 2o experience led him to conclusions very similar to those of 
Marchoux, viz., that the biological and morphological peculiarities of the 
parasite may be altered by change of climate and differences in individual 
susceptibility. Thus in a patient who had recently returned from 
Kamerun, typical qnartan fever was found associated with mstivo- 
autumnal parasites, while in another instance an ordinary tertian fever 
was developed. Ziemann also noted the prevalence of irregular fevers 
with small parasites among Europeans, while the natives were suffering 
from quartan infections. In his monograph on malaria ~1 published in 
1898, Ziemann opposes the unicists, and acknowledges himself as a sup- 
porter, so far as existing evidence goes, of the doctrine of plurality of 
species. 

5~fy observations at ~Vfontauk on eases recently arrived from Cuba, 
and later in NTew York City, developed some facts of interest in this 
connection. 

In two ea~es examined in August large tertian and small ~estivo- 
autumnal ring forms and crescents were found in the blood, but when 
these cases were examined three weeks later only large tertian para- 
sites were found after a prolonged and repeated search. An irregular 
administration of quinine had apparently rid the blood of the per- 
nicious type of parasite, leaving the benign tertian form to reappear 

in the relapse. 
Of 335 cases in which parasites were identified in the blood, at 

Nontauk, only 20 per cent (including mixed infections) showed the 
large tertian organism. But during the past winter (1898-99) I 
examined the blood of 15 volunteer soldiers who were suffering from 

relapses of malarial fever contracted in Cuba, and all showed the 
large tertian parasite only. This same experience has been the rule 
at various hospitals and dispensaries of this city. In one of these 
patients the blood was examined in August by a competent observer 
and found to contain sestivo-autumnal rings and crescents, but in Jan- 

~o Centralbl. f .  JBakter, 1896. xx ,  p.  653. 
el U e b e r  M a l a r i a -  u n d  a n d e r e  B l u t p a r a s i t e n .  
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uary only the tertian.parasite could be found during a sharp relapse. 
I t  is of course possible that mixed infection existed in this case, but 
there is no clear explanation of the failure to find the tertian parasite 
in August. Also, to reconcile the fact that the tertian parasite was 
always found in the above-mentioned relapses with the theory of 
immutable species requires considerable straining of the facts known 
in regard to the relative virulence of the species and their relative 
susceptibility to quinine. I t  appears more reasonable to suppose that 
under the "influence of cold weather, and gradually increasing sys- 
temic resistance, the mstivo-autumrfal parasite was replaced by the 
tertian in the relapses suffered by these volunteers. Or it may be 
suggested that the cold weather alone stamped out the ~estivo-autumnal 

infections, leaving only the tertian cases to relapse during the winter. 

The disappearance of the sestivo-autumnal infections during the 
late autumn and winter recalls the fact that the distribution of the 
types of infection is determined by climatic conditions, although, as 
Laveran puts it, " i f  the species are separate, there o.ught to be geo- 
graphical foci where tertian or sestivo-autumnal infections largely 
predominate, whereas all forms of malaria are commonly contracted 

wherever malaria is endemic." 

The theory of " mixed infections " also has been made to bear a 
heavy burden in order to support the belief in separate species. In  
the ordinary type of mixed infection the tertian amoeboid forms are 
associated with crescents, but one rarely finds both amceboid forms, 
with or witho.ut crescents, in the same individual. Yet if the patient 
is susceptible to malaria why should he retain the mild tertian 

amoeba, while the small malignant forms disappear? 

The lack of permanency observed in the mixed infections is also 
a suspicious feature of the condition. Two types of parasites seldom 
remain long together in the same subject, one very shortly displacing 
the other, as shown bo{h by clinical observation and in experimental 
infections (cf. De Mattei, Caland~uecio.). As a rule, it is the more 

highly vegetative tertian parasite which in clinical experience dis- 

places the more malignant ~estivo-autumnal, but this rule may be 
reversed in experimental infections. De iV[attei saw an old quartan 
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infection disappear after experimental infection by the ~estivo- 
autumnal parasite, as well as the disappearance of sestivo-autumnal 
parasites after inoculation with quartan. Gualdi and Anto]isei record 
two cases of quartan infection seen in May, which showed ~estivo- 
autumnal parasites in the autumn. 

The frequency of mixed infections is undoubtedly an argument 
against the plurality of species, showing that there is a very close 
connection between the sources of the tertian and sestivo-autumnal 
forms of parasite. In my preliminary report of the Montauk cases 
there were noted 19 examples of double infection out of 86 tertian 
cases observed. By a subsequent review of a minority of these, speci- 
mens the number of mixed infections has been nearly doubled by the 
discovery of single crescents in tertian cases; or of single large tertian 
organisms among many crescents. I believe that mixed infections 
are much more common in the severe cases of the tropics than present 
reports indicate, and that their recognition depends largely on the 
time one cares to spend on the examination of the blood. 

All the above dii~eulties may, however, be adjusted to the theory 
of a plurality of species, and in the absence of more definite knowledge 
of the extracorporeal form and development of the parasite it is 
unlikely that the question can be settled on such general considera- 
tions as those adduced. 

Turning to the comparative morphology of the parasite, the evi- 
deuce both for and against the plurality of species becomesmuch more 
specific. Here the pluralist doctrine finds its chief support and, 
whatever may be the final outcome of tt~e discussion, it cannot be 
doubted that the three groups of parasites, quartan, tertian, and 
~estivo-autumnal, exhibit morphological characters which are to a 
large extent immutable. Yet the two widely different forms--the 
sestivo-autumnal rings and the Crescents--are regarded as belonging 
to the same species, and the whole groundwork of a morphological 
classificatio~ is found to be insecure on account of the extreme poly- 
morphism observed throughout the entire group of protozoa. Of this 
a few details may here be briefly considered. 

One of the most striking differences between the tertian and the 
~estivo-autumnal parasites is the dissimilarity in the staining quality of 
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their nuclei. Methylene blue stains the nucleus of the young ~estivo- 
autumnal ring densely but fails to stain the nucleus of the tertian ring. 
This difference probably depends upon an unequal mixture of oxy- 
chromatin and basi-chromatin in these nuclei. I cannot find that similar 
differences are recognized in the staining qualities of any two species 
of coccidia or of gregarines, but somewhat similar differences were noted 
between different phases of the same species of coccidia by J. Clarke, and 
by Siedlecki. 

The study of flagellated bodies in related protozoa may be found to 
bear on the question of a plurality of species of malarial parasites. In 
Coccidium oviforme flagella have been found to develop from large 
spheroidal bodies. This protozoan produces crescents, but these have 
not been traced through exflagellation (Simond). In Benedenia ovata 
flagella have been found to develop from large spheroidal bodies. This 
protozoan also produces crescents, but these have not been traced to a 
flagellating stage. In Adelea ovata, on the other hand, the exflagella- 
tion of crescents has been observed, but large spheroidal forms producing 
crescents have not been described (Siedlecki). 

It would appear that most coccidia and gregarines produce flagella 
both from large spheroidal bodies and from crescentic forms. Although 
the homologues of these forms in the malarial parasites are not fully de- 
termined, this fact, if fully established, would strongly indicate that the 
tertian malarial parasite producing flagella from large spheroidal bodies, 
and the mstivo-autumnal parasite, with flagellating crescents, are phases 
of one and the same protozoan. 

It may be claimed that if the so-called malarial species are interchange- 
able, transitional forms ought to be abundantly present in some cases, 
but these have not been fully demonstrated. Yet it appears by no means 
certain that in order to establish the unity of the malarial parasite it is 
necessary to assume the existence of transitional forms. In Benedenia 
octopiana, the formation of crescents is preceded by an entire bisexual 
cycle of development in which the male element is furnished by large 
spheroidal flagellate bodies. The intermediate forms of the two cycles 
in this protozoan differ considerably from each other, there are no transi- 
tional forms between them, and yet both belong to the same parasite. 

While it is true that no transitional forms between the ~stivo- 
autumnal and the tertian parasite and between the tertian and the 
quartan parasites have been fully described, there are numerous 
observations indicating that such forms exist. The slight differences 
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in size, refractive quality and amoeboid activity which led 5{archia- 
lava and ]3ignami to separate a quotidian from a tertian mstivo- 
autumnal species, a position from which they have largely receded, 
have been noticed and regarded by others as occasional differences in 
the morphology of one ~estivo-autumnal species (Ziemann, Gautier, 
and others). :~iarchoux claims to have observed a gradual increase 
in the size of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite during the healthier sea~ 
sons in Senegal When one closely examines the parasites seen in 
the average tertian case of this climate, isolated forms may be found, 
in greater or less numbers, which closely resemble the quartan para- 
site. The red cells are not always swollen when infected by tertian 
organisms, " and these parasites are sometimes compact and very richly 
and coarsely pigmented at an early- stage. Of the two somewhat dis- 
tinct forms of parasites which I find commonly enter into the con- 
jugating pairs of the tertian series, one is compact, of rather small 
size, and resembles the quartan parasite in some particulars, but the 
infected cells are swollen. 

]n examining the blood of volunteer so]diers who were suffering 
during the past winter from relapses of malarial fever contracted in 
Cuba, I was early struck with the resemblance which many of the 
young tertian parasites bore to the young ~estivo-autumnal rings. In  
some of these cases the young tertian rings closely resembled the 

young signet-ring form of the ~estivo-autumnal parasite, exhibiting a 
very thin bow and a distinct circumscribed swelling of one segment. 
Their chromatin, moreover, was often found subdivided before the 
appearance of pigment, although in the vast majority of mild tertian 
cases seen in New York City, the ehromatin of the young tertian 
parasite is not subdivided till after pigment appears (cf. Gautier). 
The nuclei of these forms usually failed to stain with methylene blue, 

but not a few examples were found among the young rings in which 
the chromatin stained well with methylene blue. The usual swelling 
o£ the infected cell was often very slight, or sometimes absent, in these 

eases. I t  appeared quite possible to trace the development of these 
young rings up to the larger amoeboid stage when the tertSan char- 
acteristics become distinct. :No crescents were found in any of these 
cases. 
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Several explanations may be offered to account for these peculiari- 
ties. I t  may be supposed that the young tertian rings do not neces- 
sarily differ from the mstivo~autumnal. This explanation I am 
unable to accept, finding that the tertian ring, as occurring in New 
York, invariably differs from the ~estivo-autumnal form imported 
from Cuba, especially in regard to the staining quality of its nucleus 
(see p. 437). Or it may be supposed that the cases in question were 
really examples of mixed infection. Yet the suspicious young rings 
could be traced in development to the large tertian forms, and no 
crescents were found in any of these cases. Or, finally, it may be 
supposed that the peculiarities of the young parasites in these cases 
represented transitional phases between the testivo-autumnal and ter- 
tian parasites. This explanation I am inclined to accept. The 
observation of 15 cases in which such peculiarities were noted is, how- 
ever, insufficient to be convincing, and satisfactory grounds for the 
acceptance of such a belief cannot well be furnished except by dem- 
onstrating the complete transformation in the same individual of an 
mstivo-autumnal "infection during the winter through various transi- 
tional phases in the morphology of the parasite. 

Whichever theory may finally be established regarding the varieties 
of the human malarial parasite, the evidence would seem to justify the 
opinion of Kruse, Canalis, ]~abes, Celli, Danilewsky, and others, who 
regard the existence of several species as not yet proven, and who find 
not only in malarial parasitology, but especially from comparative 
biology, that the phenomena of the disease are more easily reconciled 
with the existence of a single polymorphous species. Certainly, in 
many ways, the knowledge of the disease would be furthered by ad- 
herence to the unicist theory as a practical working basis. 










